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ABSTRACT

A methodology for the design of document retrieval systems is presented. First, a
composite index term weighting model is developed based on term frequency statis
tics, including document frequency, relative frequency within document and relative
frequency within collection, which can be adjusted by selecting various coefficients to
fit into different indexing environments. Then, a composite retrieval model is pro
posed to process a user’s information request in a weighted Phrase-Oriented FixedLevel Expression (POFLE), which may apply more than Boolean operators, through
two phases. That is, we have a search for documents which are topically relevant to
the information request by means of a descriptor matching mechanism, which incor
porate a partial matching facility based on a structurally-restricted relationship
imposed by indexing model, and is more general than matching functions of the tradi
tional Boolean model and vector space model, and then we have a ranking of these
topically relevant documents, by means of two types of heuristic-based selection rules
and a knowledge-based evaluation function, in descending order of a preference score
which predicts the combined effect of user preference for quality, recency, fitness and
reachability of documents.

v

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

An information retrieval system is currently related to three different types of
systems [1]. One is the well-known database management system, where the data or
information about objects are well defined by means of a small number of attributes,
and the retrieval process consists of identifying and providing the exact data which
precisely fulfill the user’s request in a pre-designed formal query language. As a con
trast, a question-answering system represents the most sophisticated information
retrieval system, where the facts are extracted from information objects combined
with general world knowledge, and the retrieval process consists of identifying and
providing the relevant fact(s) which most likely fulfill the user’s question in natural
language. The third one, a document or reference retrieval system, lies between the
above two types of systems as far as complexity is concerned. In a typical document
retrieval system, the objects may be documents, articles or other textual materials in
natural language. It is impossible to identify their content exactly by means of a finite
set of attributes. The retrieval process consists of identifying and providing the
relevant documents which most likely fulfill the user’s information request in terms of
document descriptors. This paper is devoted to the third case so that the term "infor
mation retrieval system" will be used as an alternative to "document or reference
retrieval system".
In the environment of document retrieval systems, there are two fundamental
tasks: information analysis and information retrieval. Information analysis is known as
1
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the indexing operation and is done at the time of system creation or new document
entry. Information retrieval is a process of searching, finding and presenting relevant
documents in response to a user’s information request.
Indexing operations consist of two steps: selecting an appropriate set of docu
ment descriptors, known as index terms, and assigning to each individual document
those index terms which are capable of representing die document contents and able
to help distinguish the documents indexed by them from the others in the document
collection.
Indexing operations have been carried out manually by a group of indexers who
are experts in the subject area of the document contents and/or users in many docu
ment retrieval systems. However, with the aid of computing equipment, the indexing
task can be done automatically. Hie advantages of cost reduction and improvement of
retrieval effectiveness over the manual indexing systems make it promising [2].
In the automatic indexing environment, index terms are often extracted from a
given collection of documents, hence one has an uncontrolled vocabulary in free text.
Most of research work regarding indexing of free text starts with the observation that
the frequency of individual word types in the natural language text has something to
do with the significance of these words for the purpose of content representation. In
fact, it is observed that the most frequent words in a text tend to be short function
words such as "the", "of', or "and", while the least frequent words tend to be those
rare words which have little effect on the content of the text. The well-known Zipf’s
law [3], which states that the product of the frequency of the use of the words and the
rank order of the words (based on frequency) is approximately constant, has been
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applied to various indexing experiments. The results show that words with medium
frequency of occurrences are the most significant for indexing purpose [4,5]. Follow
ing Salton[4], an early proposal for index term extraction consists of six steps:
(1) For the given collection of N documents, calculate for each document the fre
quency of each unique word in that document;
(2) Calculate the total frequency of occurrences in the entire document collection
for each word by summing up the frequency of each unique term across all N docu
ments;
(3) Arrange the words in decreasing order according to their total frequency;
(4) Eliminate high frequency function words by selecting a threshold value and
removing all words with a total frequency above this threshold;
(5) Similarly, eliminate the rare terms which do not affect the retrieval perfor
mance significantly by choosing another threshold value and removing all words with
a total frequency below this threshold;
(6) Use the remaining medium-frequency words for assignment to the documents
as index terms.
Although the above procedure is simple to implement, difficulties lie in the
determination of both high and low threshold values. In an operational retrieval
environment, the elimination of all high-frequency words might produce losses in
recall, the proportion of the number of retrieved relevant documents to the total
number of relevant documents in the collection with respect to user’s query. More
over, the elimination of low-frequency terms may produce losses in precision, the pro
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portion of the number of retrieved relevant documents to the total number of docu
ments retrieved. The other defects are the large volume of index terms caused by
redundant terms of the same type and the lack of consideration of word phrases as
well as thesaurus classes(e.g., synonyms). Thus, an improved method of index term
extraction was performed in SMART project [6], where a stop list was used to help
eliminate function words of high frequency, word stems (removing prefixes and/or
suffixes) instead of words were used as index terms, certain words of low frequency
were incorporated into a thesaurus class and those of high frequency were used to con
struct phrases on the basis of co-occurrence frequency.
Other methods for extracting significant word types and phrases from natural
language text involve uses of syntactic and/or semantic analysis. FASIT (Fully
Automatic Syntactically based Indexing of Text) developed by Dillon and Grey [7]
identifies content bearing words without a full parse and without using semantic cri
teria. In FASIT, the indexing procedure includes concept selection and concept group
ing. The concept selection procedure selects syntactic categories for each word and
solves adjective-noun and noun-verb ambiguities. The concept grouping procedure
reduces the selected concepts to a canonical form to consolidate synonymous forms.
Their experiment shows that significant terms in the text can be identified through
syntactic patterns.
Braun and Schwind report their work in automatic semantics-based indexing of
natural language texts for information retrieval systems [8]. The work is based on the
hypothesis that single words within each phrase are related in a certain well-defined
manner, i.e., the type of relations holding between concepts depends only on the
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concepts themselves. Therefore, the relations can be stored in a semantic network.
The authors claim success for phrase extraction from texts by this semantic method.
The next step in automatic indexing is the assignment of index terms to each
individual document in the collection. In many commercial document retrieval sys
tems, term assignment is a binary process; that is, an index term is either assigned or
not assigned to a document according to some criteria specified by the system
designers. A rule of thumb is to assign each index term to all those documents in
which it explicitly appears. The pitfall of such a strategy is obvious; all the index
terms assigned to a document are treated as being equally important. For many years,
researchers have worked hard on a new methodology for index term assignment such
that each assignment is attached a numerical value, called an index term weight,
representing the relative importance of the index term with respect to the document
indexed. Under this strategy, the previous method of index term assignment adopted
in many commercial systems becomes a special case where only binary weights are
allowed so that it is called a binary weighting scheme. That is, an implicit weight of
one is assigned to all index terms that are present in the document; otherwise, the
weight is zero. In the area of information retrieval, the binary weighting scheme is
often described as unweighted, and many experimental document retrieval models
have been characterized by their non-binary weighting schemes.
Two aspects have been emphasized for index term weighting. On one hand, a
term must be a good representative of the information content of the document so as
to render the document retrievable when it is wanted. On the other hand, an important
term must be a good discriminator; that is, it must help distinguish the document in
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which it plays an important role in content representation from the remainder of the
collection in which it plays a minor role in order to prevent the indiscriminate
retrieval of all documents.
There are two basic types of index term weighting methods, i.e., methods based
on term frequency statistics and methods based on a probabilistic approach
[2,9,10,11,12]. Generally, statistics-based term weighting models are documentoriented, which means that all frequency statistics can be obtained from documents
through a simple text analyzer. On the other hand, probability-based term weighting
models may assume that the behavior of index terms in a collection of documents fol
lows a known probability distribution, or that the probability of relevance of a docu
ment bearing the term may be estimated through well selected samples.
In addition to information analysis(indexing), information retrieval is a routine
operation for document retrieval systems. The retrieval process begins with the query
formulation representing a user’s information request. In the past, various mathemati
cal models for document retrieval have been developed. These models are used to for
mally represent the basic characteristics, functional components, and retrieval
processes of document retrieval systems. In the early stages of information retrieval,
queries were represented by a single index term with regard to a subject. All the docu
ments indexed by that term would be retrieved, which has been called the subject
catalog model [13]. Later, a Boolean retrieval model was introduced, and has been the
most popular one implemented on many existing commercial systems. In traditional
Boolean retrieval systems [14], a query normally consists of index terms connected by
the Boolean operators AND, OR and NOT; while documents are represented by
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means of unweighted index terms, so that for each index term it is possible to say
whether a document is either to be retrieved or not, depending on whether the terms
are indexed or not according to the particular query.
The advantage of Boolean retrieval model is that it can be implemented as sim
ply as the subject catalog model, and yet it provides a powerful structure to formulate
the user request. However, one major problem in such a system is that the set of
documents presented in response to a query is not ranked in any order of presumed
importance to the user. Other problems involve the difficulties in properly construct
ing Boolean queries. A user must make a decision whether a term is to be chosen in
his query or not. However, if more query terms are connected by AND operators, it
might cause too few documents to be retrieved; while if more query terms are con
nected by OR operators, it might have the opposite effect. The problems observed
suggest the necessity of developing more sophisticated models with a capability to
support weighted index terms and weighted query terms to provide a ranked list of
documents as the response to a user request. As a result of such efforts, the term vec
tor space model has been developed and widely accepted in many experimental docu
ment retrieval systems [15,16]. Since 1960, when probabilistic indexing theory was
introduced by Maron and Kuhns [17], a variety of probabilistic models have been
developed [18,19,20,21,22]. In the 1970s, fuzzy subset theory was introduced for
information retrieval, though with complaints [23]. Attempts have been made to
extend the traditional Boolean retrieval model to a more general case, where both
index term weights and query term weights were considered [24,25,26,27,28].
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In this paper, an attempt has been made to develop a methodology for the design
of a sophisticated document retrieval system which provides a variety of new features
lacking in the current competing models. Chapter 2 presents a composite index term
weighting model based on frequency statistics. This model has been shown to have
the ability of combining various term significance indicators and accommodating
itself to the different indexing environments.
Chapter 3 is concerned with the foundations of a composite retrieval model. It is
suggested that a topical relevance measure be used to designate the relevance relation
ship between the documents and the query with respect to a user’s information request
and a preferable relevance measure be used to designate the relevance relationship
between the documents and the query with respect to a user’s information needs.
Thus, a new design of a retrieval model includes a search for topically relevant docu
ments by means of descriptor matching mechanism, and a ranking of these topically
relevant documents in descending order of a preference score which predicts the com
bined effect of a user’s preference for quality, recency, fitness and reachability of
documents.
Chapter 4 provides a comprehensive design methodology for a composite
retrieval system. This system includes a composite query language which mainly con
sists of a phrase-oriented fixed-level expression of unrestricted query descriptors with
more than Boolean operators. An indexing model has been proposed, which incor
porates a stem-based index term file, a phrase-based document description file, and a
knowledge-based user classification file. A query preprocessor is designed to perform
query reformulation and to function as a screen to produce an initial set of documents
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in response to the query. A matching model is developed as a generalization of the
weighted Boolean retrieval and the similarity retrieval in the vector space model. A
new feature incorporated in our model is called partial matching based on a structural
dependency among document descriptors. This feature, along with the use of three
thesaurus classes, provides a strong means of improving the effectiveness of the
retrieval. Finally, a ranking model we propose incorporates four user preference fac
tors to rank the documents in terms of a preference score with respect to a user’s
information needs.
Chapter 5 concludes with a statement of the need for expertise in the implemen
tation of a document retrieval system based on our hybrid model, and includes a dis
cussion of possible future work. Included here are suggestions for exploring more
expert knowledge to be incorporated into the document retrieval system, and an out
line of some of the steps necessary in performing experiments and evaluations of the
system.

CHAPTER 2
COMPOSITE INDEX TERM WEIGHTING MODEL

2.1 Literature review
Two basic types of index term weighting methods, i.e., methods based on term
frequency statistics and methods based on probabilistic approach, have been
developed, tested, and evaluated in the past. A literature review is presented below to
see the rationale underlying these methods.
2.1.1 Statistical index term weighting models
(1) Simple Term Frequency
Among statistics-based index term weighting models, the simplest one is called
the Simple Term Frequency (STF) scheme which sets WEIGHT%, the weight of index
term TERMk in document DOCit to FREQ&, the frequency of occurrence of term TERMk
in document DOCi. That is,
WEIGHTik =FREQik.

The underlying rationale of such a simple weighting system was best explained
by Luhn [31], who said, "The justification of meaning of word significance of usefrequency is based on the fact that a writer normally repeats certain words as he
advances or varies his arguments and as he elaborates on an aspect of a subject. This
mean of emphasis is taken as an indicator of significance...". Thus, term significance is
taken to be proportional to its occurrence frequency in each document. Experiments
show that the STF scheme is of some value and by no means likely to degrade perfor
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mance [12],
(2) Inverse Document Frequency
The Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) is one of the most widely accepted index
term weighting schemes. The underlying principle of the IDF scheme is the fact that
more specific terms may render a larger contribution towards discriminating between
the relevant documents and the non-relevant documents with respect to a user request.
Thus, term importance is set to be inversely proportional to the number of documents
to which the term is assigned. The inverse document frequency method was originally
advocated by Spark Jones [2] as a device for improving the retrieval performance of
single unweighted terms, where she used a function/ (ny=m such that 2m_1 <n <2m to
set the weight of a term with document frequency n to f(N)-f(n)+l. A more popular
form of the inverse document frequency function that was developed later is given by
IDFk = log ( ------)+ 1
*
SKDOCFREQk ’

where N is the number of documents in the collection and DOCFREQk is the document
frequency of term TERMk{ i.e., the number of documents where FREQik>0 ) [4].
(3) Signal-Noise Ratio
Another index term weighting scheme was developed under a principle adopted
from information science which states that the information contained in a symbol
varies directly with the "surprise" value of the symbol, where "surprise" value can be
measured as an inverse function of the probability of observing that symbol. By anal
ogy to Shonnon’s information measure [32], one can define the NOISE and SIGNAL
of an index term TERMk for a collection of N documents as
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AWSE* = - £ / > , log (P^
1=1

SIGNALk = log (TOTFREQk ) - NOISE k,

FREQ'
where Pi = TOTFRFq • Note that NOISEk is the average information conveyed by index
term TERMk over the collection of documents, and SlGNALk can be regarded as a meas
ure of the deviation from the average of the information carried by an individual index
term TERMk [30].
(4) Term Discrimination Value
A more complicated index term weighting scheme is called the Term Discrimi
nation Value(TDV), and is directly related to term vector space model. Here we have,
given a pairwise similarity measure function between two documents DOC, and DO Cj ,
an average value of similarity measure over a collection of documents reflecting the
density of the document space [43]. That is,
<DO Ci,DO Ci >
SIM (DOCi, DOC ;) = ---------- 1
NFi
N N SIM(DOCi t DOC:)
AVGSIM = Z Z
T7p-------- ~
i=l j =l
Nr 2
i*i

Then,
TDVk = AVGSIMk-AVGSIM

where DOC, and DOCj are term vectors, < DOCi, DOC} > denotes usual inner product of
DOC, and D O Cj, N F i and N F 2 are normalization factors, AVGSIM is the average similar
ity value, AVGSlMk is the average similarity value with term TERMk removed, and TDVk
is called the term discrimination value of term

TERM*.

When TDVk is positive, TERMk
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is identified as a good discriminator; otherwise, it is a poor discriminator.
2.1.2 Probabilistic index term weighting models
(1) Inductive weighting models
Probabilistic index term weighting methods have been developed and tested
since the work reported by Maron and Kuhns [17]. They conjecture that in the case of
a document indexed by a given term, it is only probable that the user of the system
will find the document relevant to his query if he is interested in the field represented
by the index terms. Thus, the weight of an index term in a document is defined by the
probability of that event. In the experiments carried out by the authors such weights
were intuitively estimated by indexers.
(2) Two-Poisson distribution model
Another well-known probabilistic index term weighting scheme is the 2-Poisson
distribution model. The underlying assumption of the model is two-fold. First, over a
collection of documents, the probability that a document will have n occurrences of a
functional word(such as "the", or "for") follows a Poisson distribution, but that same
distribution does not hold for content-bearing words which are of special interest for
being chosen as index terms. Second, if the document collection can be divided into
two portions such that the probability that a document will have n occurrences of a
content-bearing word follows a Poisson distribution with respect to each portion, then
the distribution can be described by a mixture of two Poisson distributions. That is,

p 2^ e ~ %l
+

n!
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where p, is the probability that the document is in portion, and

is the mean

occurrence of the word in portion,, for i=l,2; n is the exact number of occurrence of
the word in the document, and / ( n ) is the probability of n such occurrences. The ratio

2

> *—x,*-,

j=i

which is the conditional probability that the particular document belongs to portion, is
actually used to make the decision of weight assignment [11].
(3) Weighting models with relevance information
The concept of index term weighting has been extended to weight the terms in a
user information request, often referred to as query weights or relevance weights of
search terms. Some models developed for this purpose are variations of the Inverse
Document Frequency scheme [34]. Others involve the use of relevance information
and are based on probabilistic decision theory [40,41,42,43]. That is, given parameter
/i representing the loss in value for retrieval of a non-relevant document and parame
ter 12 representing the loss in value for non-retrieval of a relevant document, a decision
of retrieving a given document DOC is made if
l 2p(rel |DOC) > lip(nonrel \DOC),

where pirel \DOC) and p(nonrel | DOC) are the probabilities of relevance and non
relevance for the given document, DOC, respectively.
Using Bayes’ law, the above decision rule can be transformed into a more useful
form in which the following statistic can be derived
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r / (R - r )
TR —_
* { n -r ) I (N-n -{R ~ r )) ’

where r is the number of relevant documents containing term TERMk, R is the total
number of relevant documents with respect to the query, n is the total number of
documents containing term TERMk, and N is the total number of documents in the
whole collection. This statistic is known as the term relevance of TERMk [9], or, using
the form log(TRk), known as the relevance weight of TERMk [42].
Similarly, if one specifies v, as the gain in value for retrieval of a relevant docu
ment and v2 as the gain in value for non-retrieval of a non-relevant document, a term
TERMk can

then be weighted by the utility weight [46]

UTIUTYk = r (vj+l2) - (n -r ) (v2+/j).

Various interpretations of index term weights have been suggested. The proba
bilistic approach assumes that in the case of a document indexed by a given term, it is
probable that the user of the system will find the document relevant to his query if he
is interested in the field represented by the index term. Thus, the weight of an index
term in a document is defined by the probability of that event [17]. Although such a
probabilistic interpretation of term weights are convenient for mathematical treat
ments, it is nearly impossible to estimate them precisely. In the experiments carried
out by Maron and Kuhns [17], such weights were intuitively estimated by indexers.
In the fuzzy set model of document retrieval systems [54], an index term weight
has a continuum of values in the interval [0,1] and is interpreted as the membership
function that measures the extent to which document is about the concept represented
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by the index term. This interpretation of term weight is less restrictive in mathemati
cal meaning, i.e., it only requires weights to be continuous in the range from zero to
one. It is called a generalization of binary weights in the sense that when the member
ship function has the discrete range {0,1}, this system conforms to the binary weight
ing system.
In the vector space model [6], index term weights are referred to as the com
ponents of a document vector along a set of base terms. Term weights are usually
required to have non-negative numerical values and are equal to zero if they are
absent as descriptors from the document.
The term weighting schemes discussed above have been used in various experi
ments of information retrieval. Combinations of STF weights and the weights derived
from some of the other methods have also been tested [4]. However, such efforts have
been limited to simple multiplication of two types of weights. This paper tries to
explore the intrinsic and extrinsic properties of some term weighting schemes in order
to develop a more sophisticated term weighting scheme that will be a composition of
various frequency statistics.
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2.2 General index term weighting function
As far as the statistics-based index term weighting schemes are concerned, the
statistical quantities characterizing the behavior of index terms for the document col
lection may be summarized as follows:
(1 ) FREQik,

the frequency of occurrences of each term TERMk in an individual

document DOC, ;
(2) nL, the number of different terms occurring in an individual document DOC,;
(3)

the total number of term occurrences(term postings) in an individual docu

ment DOC,;
(4) N , the number of documents in the collection;
(5) m , the total number of index terms for the given document collection;
(6) DOCFREQk, the number of documents indexed by term TERMk, called the
document frequency or collection frequency;
(7) TOTFREQk, the total frequency of term TERMk over the document collection,
which can be calculated by summing up FREQ& in (1) over the entire document collec
tion;
(8) LENGTH, the total number of term occurrences (term postings) in the docu
ment collection, calculated by summing up the /, over the document collection.
It is observable that the statistics FREQ&, nh and /, have constant values for an
individual document and are independent from other document statistics in the collec
tion. These quantities can be viewed as an intrinsic property of an individual docu
ment. An index term weighting scheme based on an intrinsic property is said to be
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document-oriented, and has the advantage of stability in the sense that weights need
not be recalculated as the number of documents in the collection increases or
decreases. On the other hand, the term weighting systems involving the other quanti
ties are said to be collection-oriented, which means that they are subject to change
when the number of documents in the collection increases or decreases.
There are different views on how the term weights should be treated. As in the
SMART system [6], we shall consider each document to be represented by a term vec
tor. That is, a particular document, DOC, , is identified by a collection of term weights,
Wn, Wi2,..., Win, where W& is assumed to be the weight of TERMk as assigned to DOC, .
Figure 2.2.1 shows this as a term assignment matrix.
TERMl TERM2
DOC1
doc2
doc2

Wn

^31

wn
^22
W2Z

DOCn

W'nl

^,2

W2i

...

TERM,

...
...
...

^2*
W3m

Figure 2.2.1 Term assignment matrix
One view treats W& as a function of the relative frequency of the term
occurrences

in

a

document

against

the entire

document collection,

i.e.,

Wuc = / (FREQik / TOTFREQk). The underlying principle here is adopted from the infor

mation theory approach, which states that the information of a symbol can be meas
ured as an inverse function of the probability of receiving that symbol. That is to say,
the higher the probability of occurrence of a word, the less information it conveys. In
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other words, the information content of a term can be measured as -log(p), where p is
the probability of occurrence of that term. By extension, when the document collec
tion is characterized by m possible index terms, each occurring with a specified proba
bility pj, the expected information gained by using one of the terms is given by
Shannon’s formula [32]:
AVERAGE INFORMATION = - 'Z P j logipj).

When all the p, are equal, i.e., pj = l/m , the above average information reaches its
maximum value of log(m). This well-known Shannon’s information measure is the
underlying principle of the NOISE-SIGNAL term weighting scheme, in which the
probability pj is taken as the relative frequency of the term occurrences in an indivi
dual document over the entire document collection. Experiments show that such a
scheme is unlikely to give an optimal result [4].
A second view treats Wik as a function of the relative frequency of TERMk against
the total number of term occurrence in the document DOCi7 i.e., Wik=f(FREQik/ l i ).
When /, is ignored, this function reduces to the STF scheme. It is clear that a term
weighting scheme based on the relative frequency FREQ* / /, is document-oriented.
Experiments show that such a weighting scheme has approximately the same worth as
the STF [12].
A third view treats W& as being inversely proportional to the document frequency
DOCFREQk ,

i.e., W& =f (l/DOCFREQk). This view represents a term-document relation

ship characterized by the fact that each term has the same weight in all of the various
documents to which it is assigned, i.e., Wik=W jk for all documents indexed by TERMk.
This Inverse Document Frequency method has been successfully applied to various
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document retrieval systems [4,12], which suggests that term specificity is an important
measure of term importance.
Now let us consider some fundamental requirements of a general weighting
function (GWF) on which our composite index term weighting model is developed.
First, a good index term weighting function should be as independent as possible from
the growth of the document collection. Justification of this requirement is obvious if
we wish to maintain the currency of the weighting information at low cost. It would
be a disaster to have to recalculate all weights when either N , the number of docu
ments, or m, the number of terms, changes. It is observable that a document-oriented
index term weighting function, either FREQ& or FREQ& //, , best fits into this require
ment. The IDF scheme and TDV scheme are undesirable due to the involvement of
the parameter N, while the SNR scheme lies in between as far as the cost of updating
index term weights is concerned.
Second, a good index term weighting function should allow term weights to vary
continuously in the interval [0,1]. This feature is especially significant in considera
tion of a generalized Boolean approach, since such a weighting function could be used
as a membership function. Also, this feature is desirable for further mathematical
development, as we want to determine a document ranking function to map the simi
larity relationship between a document and a query into a retrieval status value (RSV)
indicating the degree to which the document will be found relevant to the user’s infor
mation needs [13], Obviously, all the above index term weighting functions could be
normalized to fulfill this requirement except the TDV scheme. However, these func
tions often produce somewhat conflicting results with no flexibility to reflect any
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possible relevance information from the indexing environment, which leads to the
consideration of the next requirement.
Third, a good index term weighting function should be able to portray an ideal
curve of term weights whenever possible relevance information is available. The socalled ideal weighting curve is based on two arguments. One is taken from Luhn’s
speculation [31] that the "resolving power" of the index terms extracted from docu
ment texts would peak in the middle-frequency range, where by "resolving power" we
mean the ability of the index terms to identify relevant documents and to distinguish
them from the non-relevant ones. The other argument is taken from Salton’s optimal
weighting theory and experiments [9]. This asserts that an optimal weighting system
should be an increasing function of document frequency when document frequency
changes from one to R, the number of relevant documents with respect to a user’s
query, and a decreasing function of document frequency when it changes from R to
the possible maximum value, assuming a linear relationship between document fre
quency and the number of relevant documents containing the term.

Definition 2.1:
A General Weighting Function(GWF) is defined as

where X is a term frequency statistic satisfying X > 0, and a,b,c are positive constants
to be interpreted below.
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Proposition 2.1:
GWF

is an increasing function of X when X is in the range of (0,e1/0-6], and a de

creasing function of X when X is in the range of [e1/0-6,<>°). Moreover, GWF reaches its
maximum value at X = e 1/0-6.
Proof:
Take the first derivative of GWF , and set it to zero. This yields
GWF'(X) = c

1
X

0+1

(1 - a l n ( x ) - a b ) = Q

X = e 1/0-6

Since GWF"( e 1/0-6) < 0, GWF reaches its maximum value a tx = e 1/0-6

□

Proposition 2.2:
GWF ,

as given in Definition 2.1, reaches its maximum value of 1 when the con

stant c= a <?1-06.
Proof:
Set GWF (e 1/0-6) to 1, we get
c - a e 1~ab

□

Thus, we call c a normalization factor.

Proposition 2.3:
Given the GWF in Definition 2.1, X=u such that GWF(u) is maximum iff
l
a ~ b+ln(u)
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Proof:
Set u = e 1/a~b, yielding
a = b+ln(u)

D

Thus, we call a a modal factor.

Proposition 2.4:
Given the GWF in Definition 2.1 ,X = u such that GWF (u ) is maximum iff
b

= 1/a+ln (u ) and b > - l n ( u )

Proof:
Set u = e Va~b, yielding
b = l/a+ln(u).

To guarantee G W F(u ) > 0, we have
(ln{u) + b ) > 0

or
b > - In(u)

□

Thus, we call b a smoothing factor.

Proposition 2.5:
Given the GWF in Definition 2.1, and v, the lowest observed value of X ,
GWF (X) > 0

if

b > - In (v)
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Proof:
Set

X

{In(X) + b ) > 0 ,

we have

b £-/n(X).

Since -ln(X) is a decreasing function in the
range (0,«>), b t - I n (v ) ensures b > - I n( X)

□

Proposition 2.5 implies a constraint on the selection of the smoothing factor b in
order to ensure a positive value of the GWF.
It is clear that the normalization factor c will not affect the linear order of weight
assignment and is easy to calculate once the modal factor a and the smoothing factor
b

are fixed. Under an operational environment, the range of statistics being investi

gated is already known; thus, it is more appropriate to choose a value u of X such that
GWF(u)

reaches its maximum as a first step. Then, the smoothing factor b may be

chosen according to a distribution of the statistics X over its range. Finally, the modal
factor a can be calculated by using Proposition 2.3.
As an example, we compare the weight assignment using General Weighting
Function to the one using INDEXD system developed by Jones, at al. [78].
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WFN2

54912
52020
38376
32041
29007
28116
24768
21316
19152
14848
13924
12540
10400
9664
9604
8640
8580
8424
7992
7740
7424
7392
7296
7101
6966

Freq
11
51
41
179
11
33
8
146
16
32
118
19
8
2
98
10
11
18
3
9
2
1
16
3
3

GWF
1.00000
.78006
.84675
.00000
1.00000
.89873
.99396
.18459
.99013
.90505
.37972
.97811
.99396
.87442
.47302
.99943
1.00000
.98245
.91999
.99753
.87442
.78722
.99013
.91999
.91999

index term
fuzzy set theoretic model
tirs model
p-norm model
model
set theoretic model
document space
vector space model
space
fuzzy set theoretic
topological paradigm
query
vector space
space model
fuzzy set theory model
set
topological space
theoretic model
fuzzy set
model the fuzzy set
boolean model
n-dimensional topological space resulting
vector space model query
set theoretic
space the fuzzy set
tirs model retains

Table 2.2.1 Weight assignment by INDEXD vs GWF
In Table 2.2.1, the index terms are extracted by the INDEXD system from [76],
the WFN2 denotes the weight assigned by the INDEXD system, the Freq denotes the
frequency of occurrence of an index term within a document, and the GWF denotes the
weight assigned by the General Weighting Function. To apply the General Weighting
Function, we first look for the clues to set up a value of the frequency counts such that
the GWF reaches the maximum; in this case, Freq=ll is chosen so that the term with
the largest weight is the same as the one given by the INDEXD system. Then, we
choose a value for the smoothing factor b; in this case, we chose £>=-1.55667 so that the
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minimum weight calculated is zero. Finally, we choose a =0.358488 and c=l.70266 by
applying Propositions 2.3 and 2.2, respectively.
WFN2

54912
29007
8580
8640
7740
24768
10400
7296
19152
8424
12540
7992
7101
6966
14848
28116
7424
9664
38376
7392
52020
9604
13924
21316
32041

Freq
11
11
11
10
9
8
8
16
16
18
19
3
3
3
32
33
2
2
41
1
51
98
118
146
179

GWF
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
.99943
.99753
.99396
.99396
.99013
.99013
.98245
.97811
.91999
.91999
.91999
.90505
.89873
.87442
.87442
.84675
.78722
.78006
.47302
.37972
.18459
.00000

index term
fuzzy set theoretic model
set theoretic model
theoretic model
topological space
boolean model
vector space model
space model
set theoretic
fuzzy set theoretic
fuzzy set
vector space
model the fuzzy set
space the fuzzy set
tirs model retains
topological paradigm
document space
n-dimensional topological space resulting
fuzzy set theorey model
p-norm model
vector space model query
tirs model
set
query
space
model

Table 2.2.2 W eight assignment sorted by GW F
The Table 2.2.2, which is the same as the Table 2.2.1 but sorted in descending
order of the GWF , provides a clearer picture to see that the very frequent terms such as
"model", "space", and "query" are really insignificant ones; these terms will be elim
inated from the document descriptor set in our indexing model, as proposed in
Chapter 4.
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2.3 Composite index term weighting model

The general index term weighting function stated above has been shown to be
suitable for a given frequency statistic subject to the requirements of a basic term
weighting curve. Now, we are able to define a composite index term weighting model
which is a linear combination of three frequency statistics identified as term
significance indicators expressed in terms of the general index term weighting func
tion.

Definition 2.2:

A Composite Weighting Function(CWF) is defined as
3
»•=i

Af
L

TOTFREQv

where X xi = l /DOCFREQk,
Xz = —
, x 3= —
„
Kki z FREQ*
3
FKEQb

,

’

P, , i'=l,2,3, are non-negative constants satisfying pj + p2+ p3= l, and

ai ,bi ,ci , i = 1,2,3, are constants

determined by the indexing environment.

Proposition 2.6:

The CWF given by Definition 2.2 reaches its maximum value at

Xi = e Va,~b‘, i =1,2,3
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for appropriate constants q A -p,,i'= l,2,3.

Proof:
Set the partial derivatives of CWF to zero, and the conclusion holds

□

Proposition 2.7:
The CWF given in Definition 2.2 is a continuous function of X lyX2 and X3,
bounded on [0,1] for appropriate constants aitbitcit p,-, i'=l,2,3.

Proof:
3

The proof follows from Propositions 2.1,2.2, 2.3, and the condition £ P, = l
«=i

□

Proposition 2.8:
Given the CWF in Definition 2.2, X, =
imum iff
ai =

bi+lniUi)

i=l,2,3

Proof:
Set «,• = e Va'~bl, giving

a>

bi+ln(Ui)

1=1

i'=l,2,3, then the CWF(ui,u2,u3) is max
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Proposition 2.9:
Given the CWF in Definition 2.2, X, = «, ,i=l,2,3, then the CWF(mj,«2,m3) is max
imum iff
bi = — + ln(Ui), i =1,2,3

a.

Proof:
Set Uj = e I/a'_\ giving
□

bi = — jrln(ui )

Proposition 2.10:
Given the CWF in Definition 2.2, and v, , the lowest observed value of X, , i =1,2,3,
CWF(X i ^ 2X 3) ^ 0 if bi £ -In ^ )
Proof:
From

Proposition

C W F (X ltX2,X 3)>0

2.5,

bi 'Z-4n(vi ) ,i= 1,2,3,

is

a

sufficient

condition

of

□

By Definition 2.2, the p, can be viewed as weights for the three individual
weighting functions. Moreover, Definition 2.2 may be changed to the form

3

z
«=1

PiCi(ln(Xi) + bi)
X?

We observe that the index term weights given by the above composite index
term function CWF need to be recalculated when the number of documents in the col-
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lection increases or decreases. However, the overhead of such work is relatively
small, since the CWF involves only two collection-oriented statistics, DOCFREQk and
TOTFREQk.

For example, assume that the total number of index terms is equal to 5000,

the average number of index terms in a document is 20, and the average document fre
quency is 250. Then only about 0.4% index term weights need to be recalculated after
adding a document to the system. This also suggests that one may have good reason
to ignore such a small effect, doing the recalculation of index term weights periodi
cally at times of system reorganization.
The composite index term weighting function CWF given by Definition 2.2 pro
vides great flexibility for the purpose of experiments. For example, as we know, a
term with a document frequency of one is not of the interest, while the IDF scheme
takes it as the most important. We can easily set the weights of all terms with docu
ment frequency R to the peak value by selecting a x=

, , where R would be an

In (R y¥b j

estimate of the number of relevant documents containing those index terms.
Although the application of the composite index term weighting model is simple
and straightforward, two critical problems must be solved. One is how to define the
objects, the so called index terms, and the other is how to specify the coefficients of
the CWF. The latter issue will be discussed in detail in the next section. Let us now
consider the concept of an index term to accommodate the composite index term
weighting model.
It must be mentioned that the concept of an index term is rather vague and flexi
ble in the literature. It may be taken as words and/or phrases, or may even include
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some factual characteristics, such as citation strength, for a model [4]. More often,
researchers in the area of information retrieval discuss their model without defining
what an index term is, but rather take it as a given. However, we insist that the appli
cation of the composite index term weighting model may not be justified unless the
concept of an index term has been properly defined.
According to the underlying principle of our composite index term weighting
model, a straightforward way of defining an index term is to use word stems(or word
types). Stem-based indexing significantly reduces the volume of the indexing vocabu
lary, as compared to word-based indexing, and makes it easy to collect the three fre
quency statistics necessary for calculating index term weights.
An extensive specification of index terms uses conceptual phrases, including sin
gle words which are strong enough to stand in its own right. In this case, we actually
extend Zipf’s law and information theory from words to conceptual phrases, while
there seems no reason not to accept the validity of statistical interpretation of docu
ment frequency. One of the problems with phrase-based index terms lies in frequency
counting. That is, should a word or phrase that in part repeats an index term be
counted in the frequency count of that index term? The answer is not simple. In real
ity, there are at least three types of repetitions recognizable in the text:
. a part of the index term,
. partial repetition of the index term with a different modifier, and
. partial repetition of the index term with a different ending.
We leave this problem, as well as selection of index terms, to be solved under the
environment of system implementation.
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2.4 Strategy of coefficient selection

In the previous discussion, we identified three factors as indicators of term
significance in an automatic indexing environment. These three factors are document
frequency, relative frequency within documents, and relative frequency within the col
lection. A non-linear function called the general index term weighting function was
proposed, which is flexible to accommodate different requirements by properly choos
ing constants to set up the maximum value and slope of the weighting curve. Then, a
linear combination of these three factors is used to quantitatively determine a unique
value between zero and one representing the extent to which an index term is topically
relevant to a document in the collection.
While our linear form to be chosen could be debated, its rationale can be seen as
compared with the other possible function forms adopted in the literature [4]. There, a
product form of a simple term weight and one of the other weights, such as IDF, or
TDV, is used. No explanation is given as to why these two factors were combined
and why the product form was chosen. There are at least two faults with the simple
product form of the combined weighting scheme. First, two factors are treated as
equal in the product form and it is hard to determine which factor is actually more
critical to the weight since both weights were not normalized. Second, once a product
function is chosen for automatic indexing, this function cannot be modified, even
though the indexing environment may vary from one system to another.
The philosophy beneath the composite term weighting scheme is quite different.
Although it suggests a uniform way to quantify the topical relevance of index terms
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with respect to each document, which factor ought to be considered more important
than another is left to be determined by the environment of the document retrieval sys
tem. For example, the characteristics of the document collection to be stored and
retrieved by system users greatly influence that environment. These characteristics
include the heterogeneity or homogeneity of the document collection. That is, the
three factors could be treated as equally important when we don’t know anything
about the documents; but, if we have some knowledge about the document collection,
we can use it by choosing different coefficients for the corresponding factors. The
linear form of the composite index term weighting function also provides flexibility
for the system to include more indicators of term significance by simply combining
more items in the function.
In order to specify the coefficients of the three significance factors, we need to
find some evidence or clues on which our decision is to be made. However, these must
be from some other sources other than the statistical measures that have already been
used in the composite index term weighting function.
Let us go back to where we generated our view of the term importance factors.
Relative frequency within a document is considered as a significance indicator,
because the repetition of certain words is assumed to be an indicator of emphasis,
being divided by document length for normalization. Relative frequency within a col
lection is based on information theory, which states that rare words tend to convey
more information than common words. However, our general index term weighting
function is proposed in order to avoid an extreme case, where if a word is repeated too
many times within a document or occurs too rarely within the entire collection, it is
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not necessary to claim that they are extremely important. Considering the Zipfian
curve of word frequency, we argue that the most important words are those of medium
frequency of occurrences. This has been taken as a criterion for choosing those words
as index terms. However, the simple product form of weighting function says that the
higher the within-document frequency, the more important the term is once it has been
chosen as an index term. This seems incorrect, since there exists a big leap from the
role of useless common words to be eliminated and valuable content-bearing words to
be used as surrogates of the document’s content So, we have to consider other aspects
of term significance for the sake of retrieval effectiveness when we need to distinguish
one document from another. Unlike the frequency of term occurrences, document fre
quency is thus taken with its statistical interpretation of term specificity. That is, a
term with high document frequency would make it difficult to retrieve a relatively
small group of documents as a response to a user’s information request expressed in
index terms. What we gain from the above discussion is that instead of developing a
universal index term weighting model, we consider the role of term significance fac
tors which is suitable for a given indexing environment. That is to say, an index term
weighting function is an effective one if it works reasonably well under the opera
tional environment of the system.
Our strategy is to construct an artificial environment under which we can derive
a policy to differentiate the relative significance of three index term weighting factors.
To accomplish this, we have to look for some knowledge about the document collec
tion. Such knowledge would make it possible for us to differentiate among the docu
ments in the entire collection for the purpose of information retrieval under an opera
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tional environment. That is to say, for a given information request, we must at least
know that we can exclude some parts of the document collection and concentrate our
search on the rest; otherwise, system efficiency could not be achieved. This is espe
cially significant when we have a heterogeneous document base. Mathematically, for
a given document collection D, we argue that according to the system designers’
knowledge, it is always possible to define an equivalence relation R such that
is a partition of D induced by R, and for any particular information
request under the operational environment the system response is a set of documents
contained in one and only one equivalence class of D, denoted as Dt .
In fact, there are many possible equivalence relations we could define in the
operational environment. For instance, we define d xR d 2 iff d x and d 2 are written in the
same language for any documents d x and d 2 in the document collection D. Thus, if
there are r languages used in the entire document collection, we have r equivalence
classes which is the quotient set of D induced by R, denoted as D/R. To respond to a
particular information request, RETRIEVE ALL DOCUMENTS WRITTEN IN
ENGLISH, the equivalence class in which all the documents are written in English
would be presented, and the rest of the equivalence classes would be excluded.
Certainly, the partition of D induced by the above R is not all that attractive to us
for the purpose of automatic indexing, though it might be useful to enforce such a par
tition mechanism in order to furnish the information requests which take language into
consideration. Alternatively, we consider an equivalence relation R 0, called the
subject-related relation, such that d lR (id z iff d x and d 2 are of the same subject area for
each dj and d 2 in document collection D. Now, the equivalence classes D//?0 receive a
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simple interpretation in that all documents belonging to the same equivalence class
are about the same subject. In an operational environment, such a partition could at
least be implemented as a traditional catalogue, assuming that a patron’s information
request is within one and only one subject area.
If such a subject partition is obtainable, we then have some extra information for
automatic indexing. Before the enforcement of a partition, our knowledge about the
document collection may simply be limited to experts’ opinion, or we may try to dep
ict the document collection by comparing it to some other document collection on an
existing information retrieval system by means of some simple variables, such as:
- diversity of the subject matter, measured by the proportion of the number of dif
ferent subjects to the total number of documents in the collection;
- diversity of authors, measured by the proportion of the number of different
authors of the document collection to the total number of documents in the collection;
- diversity of sources, measured by the proportion of the number of different
sources from which the documents in the collection were published to the total
number of documents in the collection;
- diversity of document types, measured by the proportion of the number of dif
ferent types of documents in the collection to the total number of documents in the
collection;
- diversity of indexing vocabulary, measured by the proportion of the number of
index terms indexing the document collection to the total number of documents in the
collection.
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Generally, the higher these variables are, the more heterogeneous the document
collection is. However, these measurements have not been used much at all in prac
tice, since there are some reasons that make any judgement based on these measure
ments risky. One such reason is the difficulty in finding comparable document collec
tion which would justify a comparison. Another is the difficulty in distinguishing the
important variables from the others when the results are contradictory.
Now, with the partition we are able to specify more variables that characterize
each equivalence class of the partition. These include:
- diversity of subject matters,
- diversity of authors,
- diversity of sources,
- diversity of document types, and
- diversity of indexing vocabulary
which can be measured as indicated above, and
- interaction of authorship, measured by the proportion of the number of authors
who have their papers covering more than one equivalence class to the total number of
authors of the document collection,
- interaction of sources, measured by the proportion of the number of sources that
have published papers in more than one equivalence class to the total number of
sources of the document collection,
- interactions of citations, measured by the number of the citations between dif
ferent equivalence classes to the total number of citations in the document collection,
- interaction of vocabulary, measured by the proportion of the number of index
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terms that have indexed the papers of more than one equivalence class to the total
number of index terms for the collection.
Generally, the higher the values of these variables are, the higher the association
between equivalence classes. In addition, the following data can be gathered:
- document frequency of each index term within the collection and within each
equivalence class,
- relative frequency of each index terms within collection and within each
equivalence class,
- distribution of document frequency for the entire document collection and for
each equivalence class,
- distribution of relative frequency for the entire document collection and for each
equivalence class.
In order to specify appropriate coefficients for the composite index term weight
ing function, we look for clues under an artificial indexing environment. Two stra
tegies are suggested. One is based on general homogeneity/heterogeneity analysis and
general statistical analysis. If the document collection is rather homogeneous, we shall
place heavier weight on the factors which will promote distinguishing among docu
ments. If document frequency and/or relative frequency within the collection are
heavily concentrated on a narrow range, while the index terms in that interval cover
more than one equivalence class, we shall place lighter weight on these collection
related factors.
The other is based on a set of significant index terms selected as a benchmark.
Then the statistics of these special index terms selected can be used to help specify the
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coefficients. A simple rule is to take the arithmetic mean of frequency statistics as a
peak value. For instance, if the average document frequency of these significant index
terms is fifty, we may set X=50 such that GWF(50) reaches the maximum.
The special list of significant index terms may be selected in various ways. If a
set of index terms is available as a surrogate of an equivalence class, we may take
them as candidates. Several hypotheses may also be used provided that their validity
can be shown by prior experiments.
One technique is based on a single level partition of the document collection.
According to information theory, which states that the information carried by a sym
bol is proportional to the probability of its appearance, we postulate that the most
important index terms with respect to an equivalence class are those that have rela
tively low frequency of occurrences within the entire document collection and rela
tively high frequency of occurrences within the equivalence class. That is, if we
assume that the entire document collection D is partitioned into ( DUD Z, ...,Dr) induced
by a subject-related relation, then the following formula may be used as a criterion for
selecting the significant index terms with respect to an equivalence class Z>,:
fi

P. - F >
where F is the term frequency within the collection D and / , is the term frequency
within a specific equivalence class £>, . Note that our interest here is only to select an
elite set of index terms rather than to quantify the importance of the index terms by
this measurement. Therefore, we might only choose those terms that have a max
imum p value as the important terms for an equivalence class.
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Another technique may be used under the environment of multi-level partition
ing. We denote the set of all terms indexing the documents of an equivalence class £>,
as TERM(D,), i=l,2,...r. We define an index term as a special term if and only if it
belongs to one and only one TERM(Z?,), and an index term as a shared term if and
only if it belongs to more than one TERM(£>,). Then, it is not unreasonable to postu
late that the special terms of T E R M ^ ), denoted as SP(D,), consist of some termino
logies characterizing the subject, plus some rare words which are coincidentally used
by authors. On the other hand, the shared terms, denoted as SH(D;), consist of some
common terms (but not function words, such as articles or prepositions) and some
terms which can be interpreted differently under different contexts. Generally, special
terms are more important than shared terms in the sense that they are more useful in
identifying the subject of a given document. Therefore, they can be used as clues for
choosing the proper coefficients of the three factors in the composite index term
weighting function. This is, within an equivalence class of the partition of document
collection, we expect the average weight of special terms to be greater than that of
shared terms, and we shall choose larger coefficient for the factors which reflects our
expectation while the smaller coefficient for the factors which have negative effect.
However, one of the problem with which we have to deal is to exclude some rare
terms in SP(£>, ) and to include some useful terms in SH(£>, ) such that the above deci
sion would be more accurate. We denote the subset of TERM(D, ) which are con
sidered more important as DES(D,), the descriptor set, and the subset of TERM(r>, )
which are considered less important as ASC(D,), the ascriptor set. Initially,
DES(D,)=SP(Dt), and ASC(Z>, )=SH(£>,). Then, we continue to seek more pre
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knowledge in addition to the frequency statistics. In a usual operational environment,
information about the document collection would at least include sources (e.g., jour
nals or monographs), authors, and bibliographies. A multi-level partition of the docu
ment collection might be enforced, rather than a single level subject-related partition.
For instance, on each equivalence class D, of D induced by a subject-related relation,
we may define an equivalence relation R u denoted as citing/cited relation, such that
d 1R 1d2 iff dx is directly or indirectly citing/cited by d2 for any d x and d2 in £>, . Thus,

SP(£>,) is decomposed into two subsets SPSP(Diy) and SPSK(Z),; ) with respect to each
equivalence class D tl induced by R t on £>,. SH(Z)£) is also decomposed into two sub
sets SHSP(£>,y) and SHSH(D,; ) with respect to each equivalence class Di} induced by
Ri on

d

l. Now,

if we assume that the less important rare terms in SP(D,) would

remain in one of the SPSP(£>iy), and the less important common terms in SH(D,) would
remain in more than one SHSH(Dy), i.e., rare terms remain rare and common terms
remain common in the case of multiple-level partitions, then we have a strategy to
modify the original descriptor set DES(Z>£) and ascriptor set ASC(D, ). That is, the
terms that belong to both SP(D, ) and SPSP(Z>y) are too exclusive to be important, and
thus should be removed from DES(Z),) and added to ASC(D,). Similarly, the terms in
both SH(D£) and SHSP(2)y) are not common enough to be considered as unimportant
terms, so we might add them to the DES(D, ) and remove them from ASC(D£). Hence,
based on a two-level partition, we obtain a modified descriptor set and ascriptor set for
each equivalence class £>,. We could use them as a benchmark for making the deci
sion about the relevant importance of the three term significance indicators, i.e., for
choosing appropriate values of p,, i=l,2,3. A simple way is to calculate the three
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individual weights in the CWF, with ps being ignored, for the terms in D£5(D. ) and in
ASCiPi), respectively, as the first step. Then, the average term weights of the term sets
DES(Di)

and ASCiPi ) could be determined. We expect that the average of the weights

given by the CWF for the terms in the DEC (£>,) must be larger than the one for the
terms in the ASC(£>, ). To accomplish this, we shall assign a big value to the p, such
that the factor weighted by p, is the one that is most consistent with our expectation,
and a small value to the one with the opposite effect. The final values of the assign
ment may be determined after several trials and comparisons.

CHAPTER 3
F O U N D A T IO N S O F C O M P O S IT E R E T R IE V A L M O D E L

3.1 Literature review

In the past, various mathematical models for document retrieval systems have
been developed. Among them, the term vector space model, probabilistic retrieval
model and generalized Boolean retrieval model are representatives of the effort to
support weighted indexing, weighted query formulation, and document ranking as a
response to user’s information request. A brief review of these three models is pro
vided below.

3.1.1 Term vector space model
The term vector space model has been extensively discussed by Salton, et al.
[4,6,15,33]. In a system based on the vector space model, it is assumed that there
exists a base of m terms, TERMltTERM

TERMm, and a document DOCi is represented

as a vector <wn ,wi2 wim> of rank m, where

k=l,2,...,m, is the kth component of

document vector DOCit corresponding to the term TERMk. This is often interpreted as
the weight or importance of index term TERMk assigned to document DOC,-. A particu
lar query, Qj, can be similarly identified as a vector <qj i,qjz,...,qjm>, where qjk is inter
preted as the weight or importance of term TERMk assigned to query Qj. The retrieval
process involves computation of a similarity measure used to rank the documents to
be presented to the user with respect to his information request. The similarity
43
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measure function used in the SMART system [6] is the well-known cosine coefficient,
defined as

<DOCi,Qj>

C"*<poc.-a,)- iSSSfnfa .
where <DOCit Qj> represents the dot product of the two vectors, and |DOC, | and |g , I
represent the magnitudes of the two vectors, respectively. This assumes that there
exists m mutually orthogonal base vectors corresponding to TERMl,TERM1,...,TERMm in
a m-dimensional term vector space. Other popular similarity measures in the litera
ture include Dice’s coefficient, Jaccard’s coefficient and the overlap coefficient, and
have been found useful [4,5].
The vector space model has been widely used in experimental document retrieval
systems. The justification of using vector similarity functions is given by Bookstein
[16]. The major criticism against it is that Boolean logic has been totally abandoned.
Vector similarity measures affect the matching process as if all query terms are
ANDed together. In addition, although similarity measures, such as the cosine
coefficient, work very well when the components of a document vector take either
discrete value 0 or 1, it could exhibit an undesirable result when the components of a
document vector take arbitrary values (even though positive) in a continuous interval.
For instance, given a query Q=( quq2), for all document vectors DOCi=(Xwn ,Xwi2),
where X is a positive constant, the similarity measures calculated between DOCt and Q
would be identical, regardless of X. The vector space model has been extended to
include the Boolean operators AND and OR in the query with two different similarity
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functions based on a p-norm distance measure [66]. Other efforts include imposing
more algebraic structures on the vector space [68].

3.1.2 Probabilistic retrieval model
The first probabilistic model for document retrieval was proposed by Maron and
Kuhns in 1960 [17]. In their model, each document is denoted by a set of properties,
or simply a set of document descriptors, as well as a query. The function of a retrieval
system is to compute for each document the probability that it will be judged relevant
by a user with respect to a specific query. Documents could be ranked in decreasing
order of this relevance probability, which is estimated as the number of times that the
document is judged relevant by a user divided by the number of times that this type of
query is submitted. When the properties or descriptors are considered as a set of index
terms, this model provides an interpretation of index term weights as the probability
that document DOCt possesses index term TERMk given that it is relevant to the query.
In 1976, Roberson and Spark Jones proposed another probabilistic model for the
document retrieval problem [42]. Again, each document is described as a set of pro
perties or document descriptors. For retrieval, a user predicts the properties that a
relevant document may have. Then, for any retrieved document possessing those pro
perties, the retrieval system computes for each user the probability that he will judge a
document having those properties relevant. This probability is estimated by the ratio
of the number of documents having those properties and being relevant to the total
number of documents having those properties. Moreover, it can be used to rank the
documents. As a comparison, this model implies a theory of weighted query
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formulation in which the weights assigned to queiy terms are interpreted as estimates
of the relevance probability relative to a subset of document properties. The inherent
property of these two models is that the relevance probability is estimated on an
inductive basis. A unification of the above two models was proposed under a general
conceptual frame [18].
A realization of the probability model has been studied using probabilistic deci
sion theory paralleling the development of the weighting model with relevance infor
mation. That is, given parameter /, representing the loss in value for retrieval of a
non-relevant document and parameter l2 representing the loss in value for non
retrieval of a relevant document, a decision to retrieve a document DOC is made if
l2p(rel |DOC) > Ij p(nonrel \DOC)

where p(rel | DOC) and p(nonrel | DOC) are the probabilities of relevance and non
relevance for a given document, DOC, respectively.
Using Bayes’ law, the above decision rule can be transformed into a more useful
form,

p (rel) p (DOC | rel)
p(nonrel) p(DOC \nonrel)

h_
l2

Assume that each document is described by a set of m properties represented by the
binary-valued variables

i=l,2,...m, which are conditionally independent on both

relevant and non-relevant documents, and only the presence(x,=l) or absence^, =0) of
these properties are considered. Then the decision rule can be transformed into a
linear function
g(DOC) = Y,Xi Ci +C
i= i
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in which C is a constant once lul2, p(rel) and p(nonrel) are specified. Moreover,
c _i P(x‘=1 lrg/) (l-p(Xj=l\nonrel))
C‘
p(xi=l\nonrel) (l-p(xi=l\rel))

can be estimated by
r l{R-r)
°g (n-r)/(N-n-(R~r)) ’

1

which is the term relevance weight if the properties are interpreted as index terms.
The parameters are defined as follows: r is the number of relevant documents contain
ing TERMk, R is the total number of relevant documents with respect to a query, n is
the number of documents containing TERMk, and N is the total number of documents
in the collection [4,5].
When document properties are not independent, a general form of dependence
can be modeled as
p(DOC)=p(x1)p{x2\xl) ■■■p{xn |x ,^ 2(... ,xn_i)

which may be arbitrarily complex and nearly impossible to be evaluated in an opera
tional environment. Two ways have been suggested for evaluation of p(DOC) in the
literature. One is to apply pairwise dependency, instead of high order dependency, and
to capture, as well as possible, the dependence relation [5,19,52]. The other is to
apply the Bahadur-Lazarfeld expansion to calculate high order dependency when the
number of properties is limited [51].
In early 1980s, Cooper and Huizinga proposed a new design for information
retrieval based on the maximum entropy principle [21,22]. This design differs from
the previous ones in that user is requested to estimate term relevance information
which is used to form a joint distribution of maximum entropy. Then, for each
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document, the system calculates the relevance probability which is used for ranking
the response set of documents.
Unlike the previous probabilistic models, the one based on the maximum entropy
principle needs no term independence assumption when the relevance probabilities are
calculated. In fact, the relevance probability reflects term dependency in such a way
that strongly dependent terms are treated as if they are QRed together and independent
terms are treated as if they are ANDed together.
As theoretically rigorous as probabilistic retrieval models are, these models need
to estimate full relevance information. A shortcoming for the model based on the
maximum entropy principle may be efficiency, since it is very time-consuming to
form a joint distribution from maximum entropy when the number of terms becomes
large. Finally, statistical dependency is not necessarily consistent with the logical
dependency of document descriptors, and it is more difficult to determine their opera
tional effects than Boolean systems where explicit Boolean operators are used.

3.1.3 Generalized Boolean retrieval model
The research work on the generalization of Boolean retrieval model has been
encouraged by the fact that, despite the flaws of the Boolean model, most commercial
document retrieval systems are of the Boolean type. In an attempt to overcome some
of the flaws of the Boolean retrieval model, fuzzy subset theory has been applied to
enforce a partial-matching mechanism. This lets indexers and users to indicate the
importance of index terms and query terms by attaching to them a numerical value
between zero and one. It is called the generalized Boolean retrieval model in the sense
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that the model conforms to regular Boolean logic when the numerical values specified
are restricted to the values of zero and one.
A generalized Boolean retrieval model is described as follows [25], There is a set
of documents D, a set of index terms T, and a fuzzy membership function u : D x Q - >
[0,1] such that u(dittk) measures the extent to which document 4, is about the concepts
represented by term tk. Queries are made using a Boolean expression composed of
index terms. For each single term tk, there is a corresponding fuzzy subset M(ft ) of
documents, called the meaning of term tk, i.e.,
M(tk) = { <dt ,u(di,tk)> \di<=D

a

tke T }

For more complex queries, its meaning is constructed by standard set theory:
M (t i AND t2) = M (t l) n M ( t 2),
M (fi OR r2) = M (i1) u M ( l 2),
M(NOT t) = M(t)',

where the union, intersection and complement are fuzzy subset operations. Attempts
at generalization strive to find a way to mathematically link the fuzzy membership
function with the query weight to produce a retrieval status value which is essentially
the fuzzy membership function of the document in the meaning of the query.
In the early literature, a membership function value of one was implicitly
assumed for each query term, and thus was called fuzzy indexing with a Boolean
query. The matching function provided was simply the application of standard fuzzy
subset operators, such as MAX, MIN and one-minus, for OR, AND, and NOT, respec
tively. Thus, all the properties of the Boolean lattice were preserved except com
plementarity [24]. Further generalization leads to a matching function associated with
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a general threshold via a "lambda-level meaning" such that the membership function
value will remain the same if it is above the threshold, or drop to zero. In this system,
it has been shown that some of the lattice properties still hold [25].
The most general case is called fuzzy indexing with a fuzzy query [26,27,28],
where query terms are weighted as well as index terms. Problems immediately arise
when one interprets query term weights as relevance weights. That is, a relevance
weight suggests a monotonic function / to be used to bind the fuzzy membership
function and relevance weight in order to maintain the structure of the Boolean lattice;
however, the nature of the restrictiveness of the AND operator is just opposite to the
nature of the expansiveness of the OR operator, and the function / will not satisfy
both simultaneously.
Several solutions have been proposed. One is to use different functions for query
terms connected by AND versus OR operators, as in Bookstein’s model [26] and
Yager’s model [50]. In fact, Bookstein suggested
f {u(d,t),a) = a u( d,t ),

unless the term is to be ANDed, else
/ (u (d ,t ),a) = MIN(l,u (d,t )la).

Here a is a relevance weight assigned to query term t. The retrieval status value thus
calculated is consistent with the nature of Boolean logic, but violates a critical condi
tion for maintaining lattice structure, the Waller-Kraft separability criterion [47],
which says that a document is to be evaluated first along each term separately and
then combined via the Boolean logic of the query. Yager suggested
f (u(d,t),a) = MIN (u (d ,t ),a)
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unless the term is to be ANDed, else
/ («(d ,t ),a ) = MAX (u (d ,t ), 1- a ).

Again, the separability criterion is violated.
A solution suggested by Kantor [27] was to develop an alternative logic, the
"logic of weighted queries," which preserves the commutativity, associativity, involu
tion and deMorgan’s law properties, but loses idempotence, distributivity, absorption,
and, as in all fuzzy subset work, complementarity.
A third proposal [28,53,54] reinterprets the query weights as threshold values
imposed by the user. Their suggested function is
f = (i±£)
4

a

when u < a; otherwise,

4

Z

1—a

This model produces a system mathematically consistent with the separability cri
terion.
As elegant as a fuzzy subset is, it has not been proven that an information
retrieval system based on it would offer superior performance over other systems. A
careful examination will immediately reveal that the functions suggested above could
produce undesirable results in some special cases.
A great deal of effort has been made to unify the various models [18,76]. One of
the most ambitious tries belongs Cater’s Topological Information Retrieval
System(TlKS) [76], based on the topological paradigm. He claims that the paradigm is
a unifying model, in that all of the standard models, i.e., the Boolean, vector space,
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fuzzy set theoretic, and probabilistic models, are instances of the paradigm. However,
the TIRS type generalization aims at the level of conceptual representation of the
documents; in this sense, the general mathematical model proposed in [13] is even
more general. As far as the effectiveness of information retrieval is concerned, a criti
cal problem lies in developing a mapping mechanism, which takes a document and the
query to produce for the document a retrieval status value. In this aspect, the TIRS
proposes a metric which is a distance-like measure and has not been shown to be as
effective as the other models for information retrieval.
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3.2 Foundations of composite retrieval model

It has been seen from the literature review that the primary concern of an infor
mation retrieval model is to describe the relationship between a user’s information
request and each document in a given collection. In the vector space model, such a
relationship is designated in terms of a similarity measure between the query vector
and the document vectors. The justification of using a vector similarity measure func
tion was demonstrated by Bookstein [16]. He shows that for a variety of index term
distributions, the vector space model precisely describes the optimal retrieval decision
by the within-document frequency of occurrences when the projection of the query
vector along the axis associated with a term measures the ability of the term to distin
guish documents according to the probability of relevance to the request. What we
gain from that discussion is that due to the complexity of measuring the querydocument relationship as a probability of relevance, it is possible to use a much
simpler vector similarity measure to provide a reasonable approximation that reflects
an optimal retrieval rule. Nevertheless, this result is not surprising, since both models
under discussion are based on the same underlying principles. That is, documents and
queries are represented by index terms, and these index terms are assumed to be sta
tistically independent.
It can be anticipated that the mathematics would become much more compli
cated for both models if we allowed interrelationship between index terms to exist
[19,51]. Under these circumstances, we argue that the application of fuzzy subset
theory may provide an alternative with the advantages of simplicity of mathematical
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treatment and incorporation of term dependence. For example, fuzzy subset models
as described in literature [26,27,28] directly support a retrieval system with the ability
of weighted indexing, weighted queries, and ranked output presentation. That is, each
index term of a document has attached a numerical weight representing the extent to
which the document is about the the concepts represented by the term. Moreover, each
query term can be assigned a relevance weight or threshold value, and the documents
retrieved in response to a user’s query are ranked according to the fuzzy membership
function calculated for the query through standard fuzzy subset operations. In the
fuzzy subset model, the notion of term dependence is directly built in; that is, when
several terms are assigned to a document, their different membership function values
actually reflect differences and relationships among terms. In retrieval, the logical
relationships among query terms are also reflected by the logical operators connecting
the query terms.
Critics of fuzzy subset model have two main arguments [23]. First, conceptually,
fuzzy indexing, fuzzy queries, and ranking are not new to information retrieval. How
ever, the most important contribution of putting these concepts all under the fuzzy
subset framework is that we have removed the mathematical restrictions of these con
cepts, from a theoretical point of view. For example, in the interpretation of a fuzzy
index, we are only concerned that the value of the membership function be in the
interval [0,1], but not about how the value is obtained. Therefore, it is possible for us
to incorporate more factors of term significance instead of using only the withindocument frequency of term occurrences, while there is not much choice in the proba
bilistic model. In the case of fuzzy queries, the probabilistic model may use complete
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term relevance information to assign weights to search terms [42], or it may assign the
precision value of each query term in order to construct a maximum entropy distribu
tion [21]. These seem much more difficult and more restrictive than relevance weight
assignment by the user, which might be chosen in the fuzzy subset model.
Second, the fuzzy subset model has been criticized for the use of the MAX
evaluation mechanism for union operations and MIN for intersection operations,
which some feel has been shown inappropriate for document retrieval [23]. These
weaknesses are also observed in traditional Boolean retrieval systems. However, it
should be noticed that choice of MAX and MIN are only implementation matters,
rather than an intrinsic property of fuzzy subset model. It may be impossible, how
ever, to invent any other functions which can fit perfectly under the fuzzy subset
framework without a loss of mathematical properties [45]. Thus, it is the task of a new
model to overcome such drawbacks, yet retain, as much as possible, the appealing
features of document retrieval.
The fundamental principles of developing a composite retrieval model are (1) to
reconcile the Boolean retrieval model with the vector space model while taking into
consideration the logical dependence of query terms, and (2) to accommodate more
relevance indicators to improve the effectiveness of retrieval.
Our main concern is not the mathematical aspects of generalizing the Boolean
model such that the underlying lattice structure of the fuzzy subsets can be main
tained. We are more concerned with the operational aspects which would allow a user
to represent his information needs in a convenient and effective way. That is, a query
language with predesigned levels could be provided to allow a user to portray the
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ideal documents in his mind by assigning weights to query terms and designating the
logical dependences among query terms. A query is interpreted by a new evaluation
mechanism, which is consistent with the traditional Boolean model when weights take
values from {0,1}, and which resembles the vector space model when only the
Boolean operator AND is applied in a query expression.
Effectiveness of information retrieval, our second goal, is often evaluated in
terms of some relevance measurement, one of the most important notions whose
meaning has been discussed for decades in the field of information retrieval
[36,37,38,39,62]. Some researchers advocate that the notion of pertinence should be
separated from the notion of relevance, but that has never been fully accepted in
current retrieval models. However, it is generally agreed that documents should be
ranked and presented to the user in order to reflect the relevance relationship of docu
ments with respect to a user’s information needs rather than the user’s information
request [38].
As far as the notion of relevance is concerned, we feel that there are two aspects
worth mentioning. First, the term "relevance" bears different meanings, as it can be
interpreted from different points of view [36,37,38,39,62], Second, the notion of a
retrieval status value, as proposed by Bookstein [13], is a more appropriate phrase to
be used in document ranking models, since then other standards, like relevance or per
tinence, could be considered as a realization of the retrieval status value and be inter
preted accordingly. Such a relationship between those two notions must be well
understood so that the concept of relevance will not be abused. For example, it would
hardly be correct to claim that a relevance measure in a ranking model reflects a great
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degree of user satisfaction if only index terms are considered.
Various relevance indicators have been observed and tested in the past
[29,35,58,59]. The rationale behind combining relevance indicators is the user’s actual
information seeking behavior. Mansur [63] states that from everyday experience it is
known that users search for information by using index terms, plus authors’ names,
citations, and other attributes. Cleveland [35] tests the affinity relationship among four
relevance indicators, index terms, journals, authors, and citations in his model. Other
efforts have explored more relevance indicators, including incorporation of the age of
documents into the retrieval process, Some have advocated using citation as a
relevance measure that is different from index terms.
However, these have not yet been shown to be successful. For example, it has
been suggested that for the vector space model, the coordinates of the vectors could be
extended to cover other factors, such as factual identifiers and citation strength. But,
problems can arise with the ranks of the document vectors, because the assumption of
mutual orthogonality may not be valid; if not, the traditional vector similarity measure
function would no longer work properly. In the model developed by Heine [64], the
age of documents is incorporated into the probabilistic model of index terms; in that
case, the computational complexity for evaluating the multi-variate distribution was
still a problem for the operational environment. Moreover, the assumption of stochas
tic independence between various properties had to be made.
Our composite retrieval model differs from the others in that the retrieval process
is decomposed into two phases. In the composite retrieval model, we define two dif
ferent relevance measurements: a topical relevance score and a preferable relevance
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score. The former is purely determined by an index term matching mechanism, and
the latter is determined by the combined effects of several other factors concerned
with user preference. That is, we differentiate relevance, or concept relatedness, by
using the term "topical relevance" as a measure of subject relatedness of a document
with respect to a user’s query submitted to the system, and the term "preferable
relevance" as a measure of the degree of satisfaction of a document with regard to a
user’s information needs. Thus, our notion of relevance, unlike the probabilistic
model in which a document is considered either relevant or non-relevant, is a fuzzy
one. In the composite retrieval model, retrieval proceeds by first searching for topi
cally relevant documents by means of index terms only, and then ranking the topically
relevant documents by means of some factors of user preference in order to achieve
better satisfaction with respect to a user’s information needs. We assume that topical
relevance of a document with respect to a user’s information request is a necessary
condition of being preferably relevant with respect to the user’s information needs.
Here, our notion of preference factors is the same as the notion of relevance indicators
[63], except that the factor of index terms is not included. Since a number of
relevance indicators have been discussed in literature, the following work will expli
cate our basic ideas in order to organize selected preference factors in a natural way.
First, we want to describe the relationship between our composite retrieval model
and the usual one-phase retrieval model. In our composite retrieval model, the first
phase is a matching procedure in which index terms are exclusively used to determine
a set of documents topically relevant to the user’s information request. This is within
the scope of Bookstein and Cooper’s general mathematical model [13] in that the
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result of the matching process is a weakly-ordered set of documents. This model
would fail to function as a ranking model when the number of elements of a subset
becomes large. That is to say, if we view the weakly-ordered set as being decomposed
into a number of subsets in terms of a topical relevance score, all the elements belong
ing to a subset are indistinguishable. Another potential problem is that the ranks of
subsets of the weakly-ordered retrievable document set are solely determined by the
matching mechanism, which might lead to an undesirable result. For example, if
document DO Cx is in the subset with relevance score 0.679 and document DOC2 is in
the subset with relevance score 0.678, will it be always true that DOCx is more topi
cally relevant than DOCz with respect to a user’s information request? People have
every reason to doubt it unless the accuracy of the matching mechanism is fully
demonstrated. A third problem is that ranking documents in terms of topical relevance
will not fulfill our fundamental goal of satisfying a user’s information needs rather
than his information request. Thus, the second phase in our composite retrieval model
is specifically developed for the purpose of ranking documents in order to achieve
better satisfaction with respect to a user’s information needs.
Second, we want to defend the choice of index terms as topical relevance indica
tors used in the matching process. Index terms have been taken as the most important
relevance indicator and been applied to most of the proposed experimental informa
tion retrieval models and all existing commercial information retrieval systems. The
retrieval systems based on index terms of documents are relatively easy to implement
and yet, as Salton reports, provide superior performance over some complicated
syntax-oriented systems [4]. In our composite retrieval model, a user’s information
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request is presented in the form of a restricted Boolean expression of index terms,
which is taken as a proper description, or mental prototype, of the ideal document that
he is seeking. Under the circumstance that there is no other information provided to
obtain an initial document set, we argue that the use of index terms as the topical
relevance indicator is not only natural but also best among relevance indicators
observed in the literature.
Let’s consider citation first. As it has been discussed in the literature [59], each
reference or citation between two documents represents a relationship indicator for the
documents; however, a direct reference does not imply identity in the subject areas
covered by the documents. Two stronger indicators discovered are bibliographic cou
pling and the co-citation link, where the coupling strength is defined as the number of
references in common for both documents, and the strength of a link is defined as the
number of documents that jointly cite the two documents. Then, a natural usage of
citation retrieval is to find for a given set of documents some other ones which may be
topically related to them. Hence, it will not help at the first stage of retrieval where we
don’t have an initial set of documents in response to a user’s query. Furthermore, as
Salton indicates [4], the occurrence of bibliographic citation is still a comparatively
rare phenomenon. The results of an experiment showed that about 25 percent of all
published papers were never cited at all. Of those that were cited in a particular year,
72 percent were cited once in that year, and 18 percent were cited twice. Thus only
about 5 percent of the archive of citable papers were cited at least three times in a
given year [55]. Some other relevance indicators, such as authorship or relationship
between journals, share similar properties and thus may be used as a conditional
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relevance indicator.
For the purpose of ranking documents according to their preferable relevance
with respect to a user’s information needs, we first consider why one document may
be preferred to another. Our opinion is that a certain type of user prefers document
DOC1 over

document DOC2 simply because (1) DO C1 is more topically relevant to his

description of the ideal documents he is seeking, (2) DOCx possesses a better reputa
tion for quality, (3) DO Cx represents more recent research work in the area of interest,
(4) DOC i is more suitable for him to read in terms of his background or research
interest, and/or (5) DOCx can be used to reach DOC2, for example, DOC2 is in the refer
ence list of DOCi so that the user can access DOC2 after browsing DOCy. In our com
posite retrieval model, the degree of topical relevance between a document and a
user’s information request is solely determined by the matching mechanism, which is
based on the index structure. On the other hand, the degree of preferable relevance
between a document and a user’s information needs is determined by the combined
effect of four preference factors: quality, recency, fitness, and reachability. The twophrase retrieval procedure in our model is somewhat like the one in SIRE system [77],
which first retrieves a response set of documents by performing a traditional Boolean
search, and then ranks the documents in the response set in descending order by the
cosine correlation value computed between the retrieved documents and the query.
However, our system is quite different from the SIRE in that our matching mechanism
has included both the retrieval function and ranking function of SIRE, but our ranking
facility works in terms of preference factors other than the index terms. The remain
ing question is how to precisely define and quantify these factors so that the order of
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presentation of documents could be decided on the basis of preferable relevance with
respect to a user’s information needs.
By quality, we mean the external features of usefulness of a document which are
valued from the view of a large population of information users. For example, the
quality of a document might be determined by the author’s reputation, or citation
strength, or the reputation of sources. One may be convinced from daily experience
that an author’s reputation has an overwhelming effect on a user’s information seek
ing behavior. If a person has a deep interest in the area of information retrieval, for
example, he shouldn’t miss Salton’s papers. Thus, Salton’s papers might be preferred
by an information user over some other documents by authors whose names are not as
well known. The remaining problem to be solved is how to quantify the relationship
between quality and author’s reputation, citation strength, and reputation of
sources(e.g., journals). In our model, the quality of a document with respect to a given
class of users is designated by a numerical value in [0,1].
By recency, we mean the effect of time on a user’s preference towards the docu
ments to be retrieved. Generally, users prefer papers more recently published over
papers published a long time ago. The value of a document has been modeled by
Morse [65] as he describes book obsolescence as a Markovian model relating circula
tion in one year to that in the next. An example of the use of such a model in library
planning is reported by Hindle [67]. However, this model of book obsolescence is not
directly applicable to our ranking model, since the value of a specific document, as
indicated by recency of publishment, might be insignificant with respect to a given
user’s preference. That is to say, people might not take a specific document published
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in 1981 as being significantly more appealing than the one published in 1980. For one
user, a three year gap since publication might significantly affect his choice, while for
another user, it might be a gap of over five years. Thus, in our model, the contribution
of recency of documents to the preference score is determined in the course of
retrieval by a set of rules reflecting experts’ opinion.
By fitness, we mean the match between a user’s background and features of
documents to be retrieved. It is the system designer’s task to specify a number of
features for the document collection. For example, we may specify type (e.g., surveys,
articles, technical reports, or conference papers), level (e.g., theoretical or practical),
and style (e.g., long or short) as three features. Then, for some users, a long theoreti
cal article is preferred, while for another user, the opposite is desired.
By reachability, we mean the degree of easiness in obtaining a document. There
are two aspects to consider. One is to trace the document by means of the citation net
work among the topically relevant documents. The other is to access the document by
means of the document retrieval system or through a computer network. There are two
cases of reachability which may affect the user’s preference in terms of the citation
network. First, we would give some priority to a document which is not in the refer
ence lists of the other documents, because this document cannot be traced through the
citation network and will be ignored if it is not directly browsed by the user. We call
it as a principle of protecting referential losses. Second, we prefer retrieving docu
ment DO C i over document DO C2 if DOC2 is cited by DO Cu because we can easily
reach DOCz after we have browsed the document DOC ^ In terms of accessibility we
mean that the harder it is to access the document, the more valuable the document
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would appear to a user. Thus, system designers must carefully analyze both aspects
and combine different views in order to set up rules for the assignment of the reacha
bility score to each of the documents to be ranked.
The ranking submodel of our composite retrieval model includes use of a user
classification file, conceptually similar to the personality file discussed by Kemp [39],
when he proposed the idea. Our user classification file would be created by system
designers, based on general world knowledge and their previous experiences with on
line information retrieval. The user classification file provides an operational basis for
the ranking submodel such that all of the users that fall into the same category would
be treated as though they share a common view on preference factors such as docu
ment quality, recency, fitness and reachability, as described above. However, users
belonging to different groups may have quite different tastes, which are represented in
term of a fuzzy membership function determined by a set of rules specified by the sys
tem designers. The logical relationships among preference factors is also presumed to
be determined on the basis of expert knowledge such that the preferable relevance
score will be produced in a similar way to that of the evaluation of a logical expres
sion of index terms. Thus, the ranking model functions as a reasoning mechanism, and
the documents finally presented to a user are ordered by means of the retrieval status
value, which is implemented as a preferable relevance score.

CHAPTER 4
COMPOSITE RETRIEVAL MODEL

4.1 Description of composite retrieval system

The composite document retrieval system proposed here consists of a query
language, a number of databases, and six functional components. The main databases
include the document collection, document profiles, document description records,
and knowledge bases (including a user classification file and inferential rules). The
functional components are an indexing component, a query processing component, a
matching component, a ranking component, a physical access component, and a con
trol component. These components might be considered as subsystems or modules to
form an integrated document retrieval system.
There are two main features of our composite retrieval system. The first is the
use of a ranking model, in addition to a matching model, to rank the response set of
documents by means of a preferable relevance score which reflects the combined
effects of four preference factors discussed in the previous Chapter. The second is the
use of a composite indexing model which advocates separating index terms and docu
ment descriptors. Index terms are based on word types and are organized as an
inverted file to be used by the query processing module to locate all topically related
documents as quickly as possible. Descriptors are based on conceptual phrases and
are organized as a document description file to be used by the matching module in
order to differentiate between the documents in the response set by means of a topical
65
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relevance measure. In addition, we assume that the entire document set is partitioned
into a number of subsets to form an artificial environment under which several stra
tegies can be applied to help select coefficients for the Composite Weighting
Function(CWF).
The retrieval process is as follows. A user submits an information request in the
composite query language, which is a retrieval statement called the raw query. The
raw query is processed by the query processing module to validate the syntax and then
to decompose the query into an exact retrieval part and a relevant retrieval part. An
appropriate subset of documents, denoted as D0, is first selected from the entire parti
tioned document collection, which is sufficient as an initial response set with respect
to the user’s raw query. Next, the exact retrieval part is manipulated as in a traditional
database system, resulting in D x, a reduced set of D 0. Then, the relevant retrieval part
is manipulated by means of the indexing structure, resulting in Z)2, a reduced set of D x.
Manipulation of the relevant retrieval part is generally a repetitive process in which
heuristic rules and user feedback are incorporated to revise the response set D 2 so that
the specified performance criteria are fulfilled as well as possible. Once the response
set d 2 is fixed, the retrieval procedure proceeds by invoking the matching module to
obtain a response set £>3, which is the same as D 2 except that the documents in D3 are
weakly ordered in terms of topical relevance scores. A topical relevance score is a
numerical value in [0,1] to reflect the extent to which the document being assigned is
topically related to the query. Finally, the ranking module, which is a knowledgebased reasoning mechanism, is invoked to produce a response set D 4 which is the
same as £>3 except that documents in D 4 are ranked in terms of preferable relevance
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scores. A preferable relevance score is a numerical value in [0,1] indicating the
degree of user satisfaction with respect to the information needs of the user from the
system’s point of view. The ranking model works in such a way that only a subset of
documents is to be ranked each time according to the topical relevance score and
related selection policy. As each subset of documents is submitted to the user, a sim
ple evaluation is obtained from him. The ranking module can then modify the param
eters of the ranking algorithm according to the user’ feedback in order to improve the
degree of consistency between the views from the system and from the user. The
preferable relevance score is treated as a retrieval status value. Each subset of docu
ments, ranked in decreasing order of preferable relevance scores, are presented to the
user through the access module, which has logical access to the databases. The whole
retrieval process is accomplished under the control of the control module. The archi
tecture of the composite retrieve system is illustrated in Figure 4.1.1.
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Figure 4.1.1 Architecture of the composite retrieval system
Mathematical models for the indexing subsystem, the query processing subsys
tem, the matching subsystem, and the ranking subsystem, as well as the composite
query language are described in subsequent sections. Since this paper is devoted to
information retrieval, data retrieval is purposely ignored. Users interested in that area
are encouraged to refer to [48,49]. Also, for notational simplicity, we shall use the
term information query to denote the relevant retrieval expression in the user’s request
in subsequent discussions.
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4.2 Composite Query Language

Various query languages have been discussed for the purpose of information
retrieval in the literature [14,60,61,73]. As a result, three types of expressions have
been adopted or proposed under either an experimental or commercial environment.
TYPE 1: retrieval by pre-specified attributes, for example, retrieval by author’s
name or by title.
TYPE 2: retrieval by index terms (also referred to as keywords).
TYPE 3: retrieval by statements in natural language.
For a TYPE 1 expression, there are three typical cases: (1) using a single attri
bute, (2) using multiple attributes connected by Boolean operators, and (3) using
Boolean expression of attributes with qualifications. An example of case (3) is
RETRIEVAL

DOCUMENTS

WITH

A U TH O RN AME= ’JONES ’

AND

MAGAZINE NAME= ’JASIS ’ AND 1980 < PUBLISH_DATE < 1983.
For a TYPE 2 query expression, there are four typical cases: (1) using single key
words, (2) using multiple keywords connected by Boolean operators, (3) using
weighted key words connected by Boolean operators, and (4) using single or multiple
keywords with a thesaurus. We consider a term vector query as a specific case of (3)
in which only the Boolean operator AND is implicitly imposed.
For a TYPE 3 expression, the actual effect is not as ’natural’ as the name ’natural
language’ appears to be, because a natural language query has to be converted into a
proper form of TYPE 1 and/or TYPE 2 query before the process of search actually
proceeds. The natural language query has been implemented in some systems with
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restrictions on vocabulary and/or structures, while rejected by some researchers as
being inappropriate for the purpose of information retrieval.
The composite query language proposed here is a combination of TYPE 1 and
TYPE 2 expressions, while query terms are no longer limited to keywords. That is, a
user can request information by specifying predesigned attributes connected by
Boolean operators and/or by describing what the information seeking is about in his
own words or phrases connected by logical operators. The simplified syntax of
retrieval statements of the proposed query language is
RETRIEVE WHERE <TYPE 1-expression>
ABOUT <TYPE2-expression>.
Generally, a TYPE 1-expression is designated as data retrieval and can be imple
mented by means of a relational query language like SEQUEL [48]. For example, a
query RETRIEVAL WHERE AUTHOR= ’KRAFT ’ is equivalent to the query
SELECT *
FROM DOCUMENT
WHERE AUTHOR=’KRAFT’
in SEQUEL, assuming DOCUMENT is a relation with AUTHOR as one of its attri
butes. Our discussion focuses on the TYPE2-expression, which is often referred to as
information retrieval in the sense that it is an imprecise representation of original
documents and response seeking is only relevant to the issue presented by the user.
Our TYPE2 expression differs from traditional weighted Boolean expression in three
aspects: (1) the query structure is limited to three levels (to be defined below), (2)
query weights bear more meanings to be interpreted, and (3) query terms are based on
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conceptual phrases which are supported by a powerful matching model with an
expert’s knowledge. Thus, we refer to our TYPE2 expression as a Phrase-Oriented
Fixed-Level Expression, or POFLE.
The highest level of POFLE is designated as a clause, a variation of a weighted
Boolean expression. A clause may be a single facet or a number of facets connected
by OR operators. Each facet in a clause has attached to it a numerical value, known
as a facet weight, in the interval [0,1] to reflect the relative importance of that facet.
Where there is only one facet, a full weight of one is assumed.
The facet is one of the most important concepts in POFEL. A facet describes a
profile of the ideal documents for which a user is seeking. The OR operator connect
ing the facets differs from the conventional interpretation of an OR in the sense that
the facets being connected by it represent relatively independent coverage instead of
highly correlated synonyms. A facet may consist of an element or a number of ele
ments connected by AND operators. Each element in a facet has attached to it a
numerical value, known as an element weight, in the interval [0,1]. When there is only
one element, a full weight of one is assumed.
While facet weights differentiate between the relative importance of facets con
nected by OR operators, element weights differentiate between the relative impor
tance of elements connected by AND operators. However, differences between the
logical operators OR and AND cause element weights in POFLE to carry more mean
ing than facet weights. That is to say, for a given query Aa OR Bb, where the subscripts
a and b are the weights of the query expressions A and B , respectively, we mean that

documents about A and documents about B are equally significant when a=b , and the
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former would be preferred to the latter when a>b. On the other hand, for a given
query Aa AND Bb , we mean that the desired documents must cover both A and B when
a =b, and the documents will become more desirable if they cover B in addition to A

when a >b. Thus, we refer to the AND operator of POFLE as the ’loose’ AND opera
tor for a weighted query.
We define two types of elements. One is denoted as simple element, which con
sists of a simple word or a simple phrase, with or without the negation operator NOT.
The meaning of a single word is obvious. A simple phrase is a phrase in the usual
sense, i.e., a meaningful composition of single words conforming to various syntactic
and semantic rules. We also refer to a simple element as a query descriptor. The
other is denoted as compound element, which may consist of a list of alternative simple
elements, called a selective element, or a list of co-existent simple elements, called a
joint element, or an element followed by another element representing the relation
ship that the former is significant if and only if the second is present, called a
conditional element. The NOT operator is only allowed to be used in front of a sim
ple element.
A selective element designates the synonymity relationship between certain
words or phrases such that either one could be used as an alternative representative in
the context of a query. A joint element designates the co-existence relationship
among certain words or phrases that must be covered simultaneously by the document
being sought. A conditional element designates the existence-dependent relationship
to mean that an element represents meaningful coverage only when some other ele
ment is present as a context for information seeking.
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Let us consider a few examples to demonstrate the usefulness of the above struc
ture of POFLE. Suppose a user is seeking for documents about the application of
fuzzy subset theory in the area of information retrieval. He might formulate his query
as a joint element (FUZZY SUBSET & INFORMATION RETRIEVAL). There may
be a problem in that since INFORMATION RETRIEVAL is a very popular term in
the documents related to the subject, it carries a much lighter weight than the term
FUZZY SUBSET; however, the use of the joint element, i.e., the conventional AND
operator, will make it a dominant one over the descriptor FUZZY SUBSET, which is
contrary to the user’s true intention. So, a more appropriate way for user is to formu
late his query as a conditional element (FUZZY SUBSET | INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL). As a result, the matching model will first look for the documents in
the context of INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, i.e., documents either indexed by
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL or documents being members of a document subset
which is related to the subject of INFORMATION RETRIEVAL. Then, from the
above documents, the system picks up those that are topically related to FUZZY SUB
SET, with topical relevance scores being determined solely by the descriptor FUZZY
SUBSET.
Another example is the use of the selective element Suppose that a user is look
ing for documents about DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL SYSTEM, or, synonymously,
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM. He will risk missing some desired docu
ments if he merely puts down one of these two descriptors. However, if he decides to
put them together as a clause, he would have to assign facet weights to the two facets.
The system would then try to distinguish them if he does so. He could formulate his
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query as a selective element (INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM, DOCU
MENT RETRIEVAL SYSTEM) so that the matching model would treat them as two
alternative choices. Since our matching model is designed to consider two facets con
nected by the OR operator as two relatively independent or partially related topics,
and descriptors involved in a selective element as synonymous terminologies, the
user’s appropriate choice of query structure provides a valuable source for system
learning in order to improve the indexing facility. For instance, the statistics of use of
selective elements, joint elements and conditional elements could be gathered and
applied to enlarge or modify the synonym dictionary and thesaurus dictionary to be
defined in subsequent section.
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4.3 Indexing model

4.3.1 General description of the indexing model
The indexing subsystem of the composite document retrieval system is a
software tool for system designers to create and maintain a variety of databases to be
used for the purpose of information retrieval on the basis of the source databases and
predesigned algorithms.
Formally, our indexing model is defined by the triple
I = < D ',D ,g >

where D ' is a set of source databases, D is the set of object databases and £ is a set of
algorithms. The source databases are those to be initially loaded as input to the index
ing subsystem, while the object databases are those to be created and maintained by
the indexing subsystem for use by the information retrieval routines throughout the
life of the system. The algorithms are a set of procedures which creates and reorgan
izes the object databases based on the source databases and integrity rules. The main
algorithm is known as the indexing model.
There are two types of source databases. One is a general purpose database
which can be adopted by a document retrieval systems under one of several different
environments, while the other is a special purpose database which would be available
only under the environment of a concrete system being developed.
General databases include:
(1)

Dictionary of non-informative words. We define non-informative words, as

opposed to informative words, as those that are used for the purpose of satisfying syn
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tactic or rhetoric needs and those whose meaning is trivial with respect to the informa
tion conveyed by the documents. They are also called "stopping words" in the sense
that all the words that appear in this dictionary would be excluded from the set of
index terms. The non-informative words usually include articles, prepositions, pro
nouns, verbs with trivial meaning, and so on. Use of this dictionary of noninformative words effectively removes hopeless candidates from the indexing vocabu
lary during the indexing procedure. Table 4.3.1 gives a sample of the dictionary of
non-informative words, in which the numerical number following a word represents
an entry of possible actions regarding the word for the text analysis.
a
about
about
almost
are
be
before
but
can

(article)
(preposition)
(adverb)
(adverb)
(verb)
(verb)
(preposition)
(conjunctive)
(auxiliary)

01001
02001
03001
03002
04001
04002
02002
05001
06001

Table 4.3.1 Sample: Dictionary of non-informative words
(2)

Dictionary of linguistic synonyms. We define linguistic synonyms as those

single informative words that are of the same part of speech and have the same mor
phological features. Such linguistic synonyms can be regarded as synonymous
thesaurus. In many cases, a word can be replaced by its linguistic synonym without
distorting the information conveyed by the information unit in which the original
word plays a role. For the purpose of document retrieval, we suggest that the linguistic
synonyms in the dictionary be limited to the nouns and adjectives. Table 4.3.2 gives
an excerpt of a sample dictionary of the linguistic synonyms.
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abdomen
aberration
ability
able
abnormal
abortion
abstracted
accident
accidental
acquirement
actor
acute

belly
derangement
capacity
capable
atypical
miscarriage
preoccupied
casuality
casual
acquisition
player
critical

stomach
alienation
capability
competent
aberrant

paunch

qualified

distraught

absent
mishap
fortuitous
attainment
performer
crucial

contingent
accomplishment
thespian

Table 4.3.2 Sample: Dictionary of linguistic synonyms
(3)

List of suffixes. Suffix stripping has been shown as an effective technique to

obtain a set of word types instead of words that can be taken as index terms. Thus,
"work", "working", "works", and "worked" all become the stem "work". Use of suffix
stripping effectively reduces the size of the indexing vocabulary in the indexing sys
tem. Table 4.3.3 gives an excerpt of the list of suffixes.
able
age
al
ally
an
ant
ard
ary
ate
ation

ed
en
ence
ency
ent
er
ery
es
ess
est

ial
ian
ible
ic
ical
ing
ise
ish
ism
ist

tion
tious
tress
trix
tude
ure
ward
ways
wise
y

Table 4.3.3 Sample: List of suffixes
The special databases include
(1)

The collection of documents available to all system users. Documents might

be full text or some representative parts, such as bibliographic information (e.g.,
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authors and title), depending on system resources and usage.
(2) The collection of document profiles, each corresponding to an individual
document in the document collection. The attributes of a document profile are
specified by the system designers and are subject to change. Table 4.3.4 gives a possi
ble list of attributes for a document profile.
Table 4.3.4 Attributes of document profile
. document identification(id) number
. title
. author(s)
. authors’ address(es)
. date of publication
. publisher
. volume, number, pages
. type of paper(joumal, technical report,...)
. source (journal title)
. references
. keyword
(3) A dictionary of the subject catalog, prepared either manually or automatically
for the given document collection. Each subject in the dictionary has an entry to
describe it in terms of descriptors, called subject description record. Note that, if sys
tem designers intend to make use of the subject descriptions to find out a specific sub
ject with respect to a user query, then the degree of orthogonality between the subject
descriptions must be considered; otherwise, a subject description is simply a pool of
contextual thesaurus under its subject name and can be used to enhance a user query.
The subjects are specified in such a way that the entire document collection could be
partitioned into equivalence classes with each one being sufficient to provide a
response set of documents with respect to a given query. An example of subject cata
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log for a document retrieval system in the area of computer science would include
operating systems, information systems, programming languages, computing theory,
and so on. Table 4.3.5 gives an example of the dictionary of the subject catalog in the
area of computer science.
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012

artificial intelligence
compiler/assembler
computer architecture
computer graphics
computer simulation and modeling
computing theory
database system
information retrieval
operating systems
pattern recognition
programming languages
software engineering

Table 4.3.5 Sample: Catalog dictionary for computer science
(4)

A dictionary of synonymous terminologies related to each subject. The

synonymous terminologies differs from the linguistic synonyms in that they are not
limited to single words and are synonymous with respect to a subject. An initial set of
synonymous terminologies may be specified by human experts in the subject area.
Then, the dictionary will be enlarged or modified by the system through heuristic rules
and usage statistics. This dictionary provides a means to increase the chances of
matching between a query and relevant documents. For example, synonymous termi
nologies may be used to enlarge a selective element in the query when matching effort
fails or is unsatisfactory. Table 4.3.6 gives an excerpt of a sample dictionary of
synonymous terminologies.
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auxiliary storage
Boolean algebra
compilation
data bank
document retrieval
Polish notation
privileged instruction
structured programming

secondary storage
switching logic
translation
database
information retrieval
parenthesis-free notation
supervisor call
modular programming

interpretation
reference retrieval

top-down design

Table 4.3.6 Sample: Dictionary of synonymous terminologies
(4)

A dictionary of contextual thesaurus. We define the contextual thesaurus as

those phrases (single word or multiple words) that are related in terms of co-existence
dependency or conditional dependency with respect to users’ information requests.
Thus, unlike the key-word-in-context index which is typically produced by removing
non-informative words from titles or text portions and including in the index an entry
for each of the remaining text words, our contextual thesaurus is to be generated by
means of joint elements and conditional elements appeared in users’ query expres
sions. A method of selecting the contextual thesaurus is discussed in the query pro
cessing model. Table 4.3.7 gives a sample of the dictionary of contextual thesaurus.

fuzzy set theoretical model
bibliographic coupling
relevance
retrieval status value
automatic indexing

TERMS IN CONTEXT
document retrieval
document retrieval
document retrieval
document retrieval
document retrieval

vector space model
citation link
pertinence
preference score
automatic ranking

Table 4.3.7 Sample: Dictionary of contextual thesaurus
The object databases are of two types, primary and auxiliary. The auxiliary data
bases include those source databases that are modified and organized as reusable
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resources for reorganization of the indexing subsystem, such as the list of suffixes, and
the dictionary of synonyms. The primary databases are those newly created ones that
are to be maintained by the indexing subsystem for the routine use of information
retrieval, including:
(1) The inverted file of stem-based index terms, with each index term linked to
its topically related documents with various weights assigned.
(2) The document description file consisting of document description records,
with each document description record being a representative or surrogate of a
corresponding document. The document description record contains a number of
document descriptors, which are selected using both linguistic and statistical methods,
with each having a numerical weight attached to indicate the significance of its role in
the document surrogate. The document description records are partitioned into a
number of classes corresponding to the document classes, which partition the entire
document collection by means of subject cataloging. The document description
records of the same class are also linked in terms of citations.
(3) The user classification file, which is created on the basis of user properties
specified by the system designers. Each record contains a set of inferential rules con
sisting of a condition and a decision. The condition is a set of specified values
reflecting a user’s features, while the decision is a set of specified ranges of the
specified values that are expected to affect a user’s preference.
The above object databases characterize our indexing model. The design differs
from traditional ones in the use of document description file to support a delicate
matching (either exact or partial) mechanism between a user’s query and documents
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and in the use of user classification file for the purpose of ranking documents in
response set.
The separation of document descriptors from index terms provides a number of
advantages. Stem-based indexing is known to give a significant reduction of the
indexing vocabulary and quick response for locating topically related documents.
However, stem-based coordination matching tends to suffer from some semantic prob
lems. For example, the terms ’VENETIAN BLINDS’ and ’BLIND VENETIANS’
would lead to the same retrieval result under stemming. Although a more sophisti
cated model might include locational factors to solve those problems, the use of terms
’WATER PLANT’ and ’WATERING PLANT’ would still cause some trouble in
retrieval. Separation of the document descriptors and index terms not only avoids
many semantic problems, but also provides flexibility for system designers to furnish
a more sophisticated matching mechanism in order to improve the effectiveness of
retrieval. One way to achieve such improvement is to organize the document descrip
tion file as a knowledge representation base after an extensive syntactic and semantic
analysis of the documents with the help of dictionaries created manually. Here, we
avoid building knowledge-based representatives for documents, while providing
extensive features for matching a user’s query to the document description records in
terms of phrase-based descriptors.
Under this design, index terms are used to locate topically related documents as
quickly as possible. Logical relationships among index terms are not of concern.
However, numerical weights attached to index terms provide information that can be
used in an analysis of the constitution of phrase-based document descriptors and query
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descriptors. For example, given a query descriptor INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM, we look up the weights assigned to each of three individual terms and
decide that the query descriptor INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM legiti
mately matches the document descriptor INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, for the term
SYSTEM carries a small weight so that its appearance could be ignored.

4.3.2 Inverted file of index terms
An inverted file of stem-based index terms has been one of the most popular
tools in information retrieval. The algorithm to create the inverted file with weight
assignments is outlined below.

Algorithm 4.3.2.1 Creating inverted file of index terms
(1) Scan each document in the given collection to obtain a list of words with
complete frequency statistics gathered. These statistics include total frequency of
word occurrences with respect to the entire document collection and each document
class, document frequency with respect to the entire document collection and each
document class, and frequency of word occurrences and postings within each docu
ment.
(2) Remove non-informative words from the above list by means of the diction
ary of non-informative words, resulting in a reduced set of potential index terms.
(3) Use a stemming technique to obtain a reduced list of stem-based index terms
with revised frequency statistics by means of the dictionary of word suffixes.
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(4) Calculate the index term weights W(tk,Cj), j=l,2,...,l, and W(tk,dij) by means of
the Composite Weighting Function, where W(tk,Cj) denotes the weight of index term tk
with respect to document class Cj, and W(tk,dij) denotes the weight of index term tk
with respect to document d^ in class

Cy.

Here, the document classes refer to the parti

tion of the entire document set induced by a subject-related relation according to the
dictionary of the subject catalog.
(5) Organize the weighted index terms into an inverted file in which each index
term record will contain all <CitW(tk,Cj)>, j=l,2,...,l, and <dij,W(tk,diJ)>, i= l,2,.
where n, is the number of documents in document class C} .

Two problems in Algorithm 4.3.2.1 need to be mentioned. In step (3), some rules
must be set up for revising the frequency statistics and solving semantic ambiguities
among certain words. For example, the simple addition of frequency counts of all
words with the same stem may tremendously change the degree of significance of that
stem-based index term as we apply the Composite Weighting Function to calculate
index term weights. In step (4), it is critical to make appropriate policies in order to
apply the Composite Weighting Function. Such policies will involve a series of deci
sions on what frequency statistics are to be chosen, i.e., to choose the collectionoriented or the class-oriented statistics, and how to specify the coefficients. Some
possible heuristic strategies have been discussed in Chapter 2.

4.3.3 Document description file
The document description file plays an essential role in the matching module.
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Each document description record consists of a limited number of document descrip
tors, which are conceptual phrases of limited length extracted from the document.
Extraction of document descriptors may be done by means of syntactic and/or seman
tic methods, as briefly mentioned in Chapter 1. However, we shall propose a text
scanner to extract conceptual phrases on an individual document basis.
We first define text delimiters as those non-informative words in the dictionary
along with a number of punctuation marks, such as the comma, period, colon, semi
colon, and question mark. Text delimiters can then be organized in a delimiter dic
tionary such that each delimiter is linked to a subroutine which provides correspond
ing interpretations and actions. Since the number of delimiters are quite limited, we
assume that the delimiter dictionary can be prepared manually to fulfill the require
ment of simple text analysis performed by a text scanner. Further, we suggest that
some linguistic methods proposed in the literature [7,71,72] can be used to build the
delimiter dictionary as well as the rules for suffix analysis. For example, an article
indicates the beginning of a conceptual phrase; the preposition ’o f may help detect
the end of a conceptual phrase; the word ending ’s’ may be used to recognize a plural
noun or third person singular present tense verb; the word ending ’ed’ may be used to
help detect a verb in the past tense or a past participle; the word ending ’ing’ may help
eliminate an extra verb in the progressive form from a phrase. In addition to the del
imiter dictionary, the text scanner makes use of an input buffer to store the word read
in, a phrase register to store the words in a phrase, and two delimiter registers to save
the precedent and succedent delimiters of a phrase. The sequence of adjacent words
between any two delimiters is examined. This includes eliminating the ending word
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that is a present participle or a past participle to obtain a raw phrase of one of five
types: a noun phrase N* consisting of a single noun or a composition of nouns, an
adjective phrase A* consisting of a single adjective or two adjectives connected by the
word ’and’, an adverbial phrase AA* consisting of a composition of an adverb and an
adjective phrase, an attributive phrase A*N* consisting of a composition of an adjec
tive phrase and a noun phrase or of an adverbial phrase and a noun phrase, and a
prepositional phrase NPN consisting of two nouns connected by the preposition ’of’.
Let N denote the set of nouns, A the set of adjectives, Ad the set of adverbs, and P the
set of prepositions. The above types of phrases are summerized formly in Table 4.3.8.
Table 4.3.8 Definition of phrase types
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6 )
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)

<RAW PHRASE> ::= <N ’ > | <A*> | <AA*> | <NPN> | <A*JV*>
<N*>
<N>
<N*> : : = < N > <N*>
<A*> ::= < A >
<A*> ::= < A > and <A >
<AA*> ::= <Ad> <A >
<AA*> ::= <Ad> < A > and <A >
<NPN> ::= < N > of <N >
<A*N*>::= < A > <N*>
<AmN*
< A > and < A > <N* >
<A*N* >::= <Ad> < A > <N* >
<A*N* >::= <Ad> < A > and < A > <N* >

Note that the prepositional phrase is identified only when there are no extra
words between two nouns other than ’o f . For example, ’PART OF SPEECH’ is
identified as a prepositional phrase, but ’PART OF HIS SPEECH’ is treated as two
noun phrases: ’PART’ and ’SPEECH’. As the result of the scanning process, the
number of raw phrases for a document must exceed a specified value to avoid shallow
indexing; otherwise, we shall scan an additional part of the document besides the title
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and abstract, even an extensive part of the document such as the bibliography. A gen
eral description of extracting conceptual phrases from a document is given in Algo
rithm 4.3.3.1.

Algorithm 4.3.3.1 Extracting conceptual phrases
(1) Set the initial status of phrase register and delimiter register to empty;
(2) Scan each sentence (the title is treated as a single sentence) of the given
document word by word and push each word into the phrase register until a delimiter
is encountered;
(3) Determine the validity of the phrase in the phrase register by means of the
delimiter registers, the delimiter dictionary and rules of simple semantic analysis
based on suffix hints;
(4) Add the conceptual phrase validated in step (3) to the phrase list of the given
document;
(5) Save the current delimiter in the precedent delimiter register, clear the succedent delimiter register and phrase register, and go to step (2) until all sentences have
been processed.

The conceptual phrases we obtain are called raw phrases and need to be refined.
The refinement of the raw phrases includes two phases: a decomposition phase and a
selection phase. The purpose of the decomposition is to remove the lengthy phrases
from the set of document descriptors in such a way that these removed phrases are still
in effect by means of a partial matching mechanism, which provides an important
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feature for our composite retrieval model to tolerate the inconsistencies between query
descriptors and document descriptors. The selection phase is a natural step following
the decomposition to remove unworthy phrases from the set of document descriptors.
In our indexing model, we shall assume that the maximum length of a noun phrase is
limited to three (i.e., at most three adjacent nouns), for the sake of simplicity; how
ever, it would be a trivial task to extend our model to deal with longer noun phrases.
Using the numerical labels in Table 4.3.8 to denote the corresponding phrase types,
we set up two groups of rules for the decomposition and the selection, respectively.

Decomposition rules:
(1) All noun phrases of length two are saved;
(2) For each noun phrase of length three, which is in the form nIn2n3, decompose
it into two phrases n ln2 and n2n2, and the phrases n ln2 and n2n2 as well as the original
phrase are saved;
(3) All the noun phrases of length one are saved except those that are partial
repetitions of a saved noun phrase;
(4) Adjective phrases of types (4) and (5) are dropped;
(5) Adverbial phrases of type (6) are saved;
(6) For each adverbial phrase of type (7) in the form ad a xand a2, decompose it
into phrases ada x and ada2, which are saved, while the original phrase is dropped;
(7) prepositional phrases of type (8) are saved;
(8) For each attributive phrase of type (9), if it is in the form an , then it is saved;
if it is in the form anxn2, then it is saved as well as decomposed phrases anx and nxn2, if
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it is in the form anxn2n 3, then it is decomposed into an1n2, n xn2n3, nxn2, n2n3, which are
saved, while the original phrase is dropped;
(9) For each attributive phrase of type (10) in the form a x and a 2N *, it is decom
posed into phrases a xN* and a^ l" and further processed according to rule (8);
(10) For each attributive phrase of type (11), if it is in the form adan, then it is
decomposed into ada and an, and saved; if it is in the form adanxn2 then phrases
ada , a n x,a n xn2, n ln2
adanxn2n3,

are saved while the original one is dropped; if it is in the form

then phrases ada , a n ln2, n xn2n3, «j«2, n2n3 are saved, while the original one is

dropped;
(11) For each attributive phrase of type (12) in the form ada x and a2N * , it is
decomposed into phrases ada xN* and ada ^ ' , and further processed according to rule
( 10).

The decompositions enforced by decomposition rules (2),(8) and (10) are
denoted as hierarchical decompositions. The decomposition phase results in phrases
with a maximum length of three. The types of these phrases are:
(1 ) N
(2) NN
(3) AdA
(4)A N
(5) NNN
(6) ANN

where any N type phrase cannot be a partial repetition of any NN type phrase.
The selection phase proceeds by obtaining a non-redundant list of phrases along
with their within-document frequencies of occurrences. Each phrase in the list has a
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maximum length of three. As with stem-based index terms, the frequency of
occurrences and the document frequency for each phrase with respect to each docu
ment class and the entire collection can be calculated. We shall assume that the
justification of the significance of words being based on frequency statistics remains
valid in the case of conceptual phrases. Then, it is possible to apply the Composite
Weighting Function to calculate the numerical weights for the phrases in each docu
ment, provided that appropriate constants in the formula are specified. For the selec
tion of the final set of phrase-based descriptors for each document, we shall define
three types of roles that a word may play in a phrase, and a criterion called the binding
strength to characterize the structure of a phrase acquired from the decomposition
phase.

Definition 4.3.3.1:
Given a phrase t - t lt2...tt containing the word tk,
(1) word tk is critical to the phrase t iff
(V/, G f )(*'*k -» W (tky-W (f; ) > 6),
where w(/;) is the weight assigned to word (index term) , and 8 is a non-negative con
stant.
(2) word tk is said to be minor to the phrase t iff tk is not critical and there exists
a critical word other than tk in the phrase t.
(3) word tk is said to be general to the phrase t iff
not exist a critical word in the phrase t.

is not critical and there does
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According to Definition 4.3.3.1, a phrase may consist of all general words, or the
combination of a critical word and minor word(s). These concepts are built up rela
tive to the value of constant 8. We regard 8 as a critical value. The higher the critical
value specified, the less phrases become a combinative structure. The classification
can be achieved by means of stem-based index term weights.

Definition 4.3.3.2:
Given a phrase t=tt

t he binding of t is said to be strong iff

w(0>2>(O,
where i denotes a child phrase of t from a hierarchical decomposition and w(.) denotes
the phrase weight.

According to Definition 4.3.3.2, the concept of strong binding is based on phrase
weights. An interpretation of strong binding is that there has been an extra gain in
information after two or three phrases were bound together.
For the final selection of document descriptors, we specify the following rules on
the basis of each individual document.

Selection rules:
(1) If the phrase is of N type, N N type, or AdA type, it is selected;
(2) For each phrase of AN type, it is selected if it was obtained not only from the
decomposition of a phrase in the form an i/i2; otherwise, it is selected only when word
n i is critical to the phrases a n ^ ;
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(3) For each phrase of type NNN, it is selected if its binding is strong;
(4) For each phrase of type ANN, it is selected if it is strongly bound, or the AN
phrase from the decomposition of ANN is not selected.

Selection rule (2) checks the validity of the decomposition of phrase anln2 into
an ,

and n tn2, based on the concept of a critical word. Selection rules (3) and (4) pro

vide criteria to help decide if phrases of length three are kept or not. This strategy
guarantees that the information conveyed by a phrase will not be reduced due to
decomposition, which favors lengthy phrases. The phrases selected are denoted as
document descriptors, and all the document descriptors, along with their numerical
weights, of a document are organized as a document description record in which each
descriptor may stand on its own right, or as related to the other descriptors in terms of
the structurally hierarchical relationship, imposed by the hierarchical decomposition
rules.
The remaining task is to organize the document description records into a linked
network. The link or relationship is built up in terms of citations. Unlike previous
work, our citation network does not account for strength of association between docu
ments but provide information so that some documents can be traced from others by
means of a citation link.
We organize the document description records on levels based on the date of
publication. Documents at a higher level may be cited by the ones at a lower level,
but not the reverse. No citation links exist between documents at the same level. We
call such a citation relationship a navigational one, which will be used in the ranking
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model. We shall summerize the processes of creating the document description file in
Algorithm 4.3.3.2.

Algorithm 4.3.3.2 Creating the document description file
(1) For each document in the set, obtain a list of raw phrases by using Algorithm
4.3.3.1;
(2) Refine the raw phrases into a list of document descriptors with weights for
each document by means of the decomposition rules, selection rules and the Compo
site Weighting Function;
(3) For each document in the set, create a document description record in the
form of

where

is a phrase-based descriptor of document d and wd(t,) represents the

“weight of descriptor r,- with respect to document d;
(4) Organize the document description records into a file in which the records are
linked hierarchically by means of citation relationships.

4.3.4 User classification file
Let A 1>A2...yAi be a set of properties of users which characterize the main factors
impacting upon a user’s information seeking behavior.
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Definition 4.3.4.1:
The user classification function is defined as a mapping
p:U -» 2*

where U is the Cartesian product A{xA2x ■■■At, and R is a set of rules specifying the
logical implication between a user’s features and their impact on the preferences about
the requested information.

Each /-tuple <aii,aiz,...,ai > e U is designated as a user profile, where ah is a
specified value of the property A} . Each user profile represents a group of correspond
ing users such that their preferences about the requested information are indistinguish
able in terms of the specified properties. The user classification file consists of a set of
user classification records, each containing a user profile and the corresponding value
of the user classification function. Obviously, if property A} has m, values, the comi

plete user classification file contains

i

mj /-tuples or profiles, and in turn Y lmi
>=l

i =i

classification records.
As an example, attributes Aifi=l,2,.../, can be specified as the users’ educational
background, pre-knowledge about the subject in question, and the objectives of the
information seeking activities. Then, the educational background may be classified as
high, medium and low; the pre-knowledge may be classified as very much, much,
medium, little, and very little; and the objectives may be classified as general
research, dissertation/thesis research, survey, and general learning.
Before continuing our discussion of the specification of rules, we shall briefly
review some work on identifying important authors, important articles, and important
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journals in the literature. Virgo reports on identification of important articles by using
both citation frequency and expert judges. She suggests that citation frequency and
ranking using judges produce sets of important articles that are virtually identical [56].
Hurt examines the problem of identification of important authors in the area of quan
tum mechanics by using both a bibliometric approach and a historical approach. A
gamma test of association results in a significant association between the ranks of
authors [57]. Wiberly investigates journal ranking through citation studies [69]. We
suggest that their methodologies be applied to rank the authors by a numerical meas
ure, called the author’s rank, rank the documents by a citation measure, called the
citation rank, rank the sources by a numerical measure, called the source rank (if all
the sources are journals, then it becomes the journal rank). Thus, we can incorporate
into the document profile the measures of an author’s rank, citation rank and source
rank, in addition to a measure of the time factor, which is simply the date of publica
tion.
The first type of rules specified by the user classification function is represented
by a pair of numbers. The first indicates a policy to be applied to a specified factor,
called a sensitivity measure, which is consistent with the measurement used for rank
ing the corresponding factor. The second indicates the relative weight assigned to the
factor. Four rules of this type are described as follows:
(1)

<va,a>

where va indicates a sensitivity measure of an author’s rank with

respect to a user’s preference, and a is a numerical weight assigned to the factor of
author’s rank;
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(2) <vc,c>

where vc indicates a sensitivity measure of the citation rank with

respect to the user’s preference, and c is a numerical weight assigned to the factor of
citation rank;
(3) <vs ,s> where v, indicates a sensitivity measure of source’s rank with respect
to the user’s preference, and s is a numerical weight assigned to the factor of source’s
rank;
(4) <v,,t> where v, indicates a sensitivity measure of the time factor with respect
to a user’s preference, and t is a numerical weight assigned to the factor of time.

Taking <v,,t> as an example, if a college student looks for some papers for the
purpose of general learning, the system may specify v,=5, so that documents published
within last five years are not distinguishable in terms of this criterion. The system
may assign v,=2 for a doctoral student doing searching as part of his dissertation
research, which implies that recency is more critical to him.
The second type of rules specified by the user classification function is
represented in the form of
< V l,V 2

V „>

where n is the number of the specified document features such as the type, level and
style, and v1-,i=i,2,...n, designates the value of the ith feature that is preferred by that
particular type of user. When a v, is missing, we mean that the ith feature is not appli
cable in that case.
The author’s rank, the citation rank and the source rank are taken as factors
determining the quality of a document, and accordingly, the weights a , c and s may be
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specified as a comparable group during the time of indexing and subject to change
later. The factor of quality, together with the time factor, the fitness factor and the
reachability factor will form another comparable group in our ranking model, and
their numerical weights, q , t , f , r , respectively, will be assigned accordingly. Since
the measure of the fitness and the measure of the reachability will be determined at the
time of on-line information request, the weights q , t , f , r are kept pending until the
ranking process is in progress. These coefficients, as well as the relationship between
the various factors, will be further defined in the ranking model.
The user classification function is viewed as a rule-based inferential mechanism.
We need an expert’s opinion to classify future users into different categories and to
assign a measure for each class of users with regard to each of the four factors. In
addition to the problem of initialization, the user classification file must be organized
in such a way that experience drawn from retrieval activities can be used for dynamic
modification.

In summary, the main tasks for the indexing subsystem include selection of
stem-based index terms, weight assignment to index terms by means of the Composite
Weighting Function, extraction of phrase-based descriptors, weight assignment to
document descriptors by means of the Composite Weighting Function, and creation
of the user classification file. It is obvious that some tasks may be combined and pro
cessed simultaneously. Among all object databases, the document description file is of
the most important, and is to be used frequently for the matching process in order to
produce a response set of documents ranked by topical relevance score with respect to
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a user’s information request. The user classification file provides an expert’s
knowledge in order to rank topically relevant documents by means of a preferable
relevance score with respect to a user’s information needs, which will be further dis
cussed in the ranking model.
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4.4 Query processing model

The query processing component of the composite retrieval system is designed to
accomplish two basic tasks: validate the syntax of a user’s information query and
prepare an unordered response set of documents which will be further processed by
the matching component. In fact, validation of syntax is not a difficult task, so we
shall describe the portion of query processing module that is concerned with the
second task.
Formally, our query processing model is defined by a tuple
p = <qJ) J) 0J ) 1JD2,g>.

Here, q refers to an information query, D refers to a number of source databases, D 0
refers to a particular document set of the partitioned document collection, D, refers to
the reduced set of D 0 after processing a TYPE1 expression in query q, D z refers to the
reduced set of D x after processing a TYPE2 expression(POFLE), and g = {g1.g2.g3.g4}
refers to a set of algorithms that accomplish the transition from D to D 2 with respect to
the query q. The transition procedure is illustrated in Fig 3.6.1.
g4

Figure 4.4.1 Transition diagram of query processing model

For a given query, the system automatically looks up the subject catalog diction
ary from D. Algorithm g! determines an appropriate subject with respect to the query
and selects a specific set of documents related to the subject, denoted as D0. The sys
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tem may then display its choice along with the subject catalog for the user to verify.
Moreover, an implementation of the algorithm gi could be simply posting the subject
catalog and letting the user make a choice. Note that the subject-related relationship
is defined as an equivalence relation by the system designers, and the user’s feedback
indicating that the documents in different classes are overlapped may lead to
modification of the the subject catalog.
Algorithm g2 performs data retrieval. The TYPE1 expression is analyzed and
manipulated, resulting in a reduced set of D0, denoted as £>,. If no TYPE1 expression
is present in query q, then D t is the same as D0.
Algorithm g3 initiates retrieval expressed in TYPE2 expression(POFLE). It func
tions as a screen test that a document of D ! that fails to pass it would be removed from
D i,

resulting in a reduced set denoted as D 2.
Algorithm g3 does not perform actual matching between query q and documents

in D u but rather plays a role as a screen to prevent those unqualified candidates from
being further processed by the matching model. Algorithm g 3 takes each facet in a
clause as an information ’chunk’, to use Miller’s term [70]. An element in a facet is
then considered as an information cell, a smaller information unit than a chunk.
Corresponding to a simple element, selective element, joint element and conditional
element, we have a simple cell, selective cell, joint cell, and conditional cell, respec
tively. Algorithm g3 works based on the following assumptions:
(1) If a document contains any chunk of the query, it passes the screen test;
(2) If a document contains a cell of any type, it contains the chunk that contains

that cell;
(3) A selective cell is said to be contained by a document if and only if there
exists at least one simple cell that is contained in the document;
(4) A joint cell is said to be contained by a document if and only if all of its sim
ple cells are contained in the document;
(5) A conditional cell is said to be contained in a document if and only if its con
clusive part is contained in the document;
(6 ) A simple cell is said to be contained in a document if and only if the term set
that indexed the document contains the whole cell or its nucleus. Here, we regard
a simple cell as a phrase, and identify a specific part of it as its nucleus. When a
whole cell is contained, we say it is a complete implication, and otherwise, a par
tial implication.
The above assumptions provide a basis for a screen test. Neither complete impli
cation nor partial implication would guarantee logical implication in terms of seman
tics, but rather suggests that one item contain some information, delivered by the word
used, of the other item. In order to detect partial implication, we have to develop
some rules on which the cell nucleus can be identified. In the following heuristic
rules, we shall classify a query descriptors in terms of its length, i.e., the number of
words it contains, and identify the cell nucleus corresponding to the indexing model.
(1) For a query descriptor of length two, the critical word by Definition 4.3.3.1 is
taken as its nucleus;
(2) If a query descriptor is of length more than two, either of its two adjacent
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words can be taken as the nucleus.

System designers may develop other selection rules to identify the nucleus of a
query descriptor based on some other knowledge. In general, the more restrictive the
rules that are specified, the tighter the screen will be. The main idea here is to find an
initial response set without hurting the level of recall. The screen should not be too
tight, since user’s query is only an approximate expression of his information needs
(his needs may not be clear), a document surrogate is only an approximate expression
of the document, and any similarity measure between them is an approximate one in
the sense that the assumptions for any rigorous mathematical model may not hold.
Thus, our query processing model only functions as a screen to exclude those seem
ingly non-related documents from D i in order to have a reduced initial set, denoted as
D 2,

to be processed by the matching model.
Algorithm g4 checks the set D 2. D 2 has to be enlarged if it is too small. This may

be caused by one of several reasons: ( 1) there are too many query descriptors in a joint
element, (2) the query descriptors used are rare words or phrases, or (3) there are too
few query descriptors in the query. An excellent work on query modification can be
found in [4]. In our case, since a joint element is treated like traditional ANDed
terms, it will lower the chance of a document passing the screen test. Algorithm g4
will detect the joint element that eliminates the most documents and modify it by
breaking it down into two joint elements. If a query descriptor is a rare phrase, there
will be two opposite effects. When a rare descriptor appears in a joint element, it will
screen out an excessive number of documents. When a rare descriptor appears in a
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selective element, it is of very little use. In the first case, it can be separated from the
rest to form an additional joint element. In the second case, it can be enhanced by
adding synonymous terms or by replacing some of its words by their linguistic
synonyms. If there are too few query descriptors, the processing performance will
inevitably degrade. Once algorithm g4 judges the query to have too few descriptors, it
will modify the query by adding synonymous terminologies in the selective element
and adding contextual thesaurus as a new facet to enlarge the query. Algorithm g4
works to obtain a new set D2 of proper size which is specified by the user or deter
mined by the system at default. Then, the modified query will be posted to draw feed
back from the user. The process of modification will repeat until it is acknowledged
by the user as being satisfactory. The final reduced set denoted as D 2 is thus
confirmed.
The strategy that lets a user be the authority clears up the situation; otherwise,
the descriptors added by system have to be justified in terms of statistical criteria.
This strategy is closer to the work performed by a human mediator. On the other hand,
the query processing module is designed to learn from the interactive procedure. In
addition to the modification of the subject catalog dictionary, the query processing
module extracts the contextual thesaurus from the joint elements and conditional ele
ments. One way suggested here is to add a statistical measure, such as Pearson’s
correlation coefficient, to guarantee that the contextual thesauri are those with high
frequency of co-occurrence in the users’ query expressions. We shall leave this prob
lem to be solved by the system designers at the time of system implementation.
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In summaiy, the query processing model is characterized by a partial implication
mechanism and an interactive modification facility in order to provide an initial
response set for the subsequent stages. The fact that the query processing module
does not perform an actual matching between the documents and the user’s query
implies that it can be done simply by means of the inverted file of the stem-based
index terms. Thus, the time complexity for locating the initial response set will be the
same as required by a regular inverted file system. Furthermore, since the number of
documents in the response set has been significantly reduced, the extra time needed
for the subsequent processing is expected to be acceptable for on-line information
retrieval.
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4.5 Matching model

The matching module is to further process the user’s query to produce a response
set ordered in terms of the topical relevance score. For notational simplicity, we shall
refer to the POFLE part of the retrieval statement as the user’s information query. A
set of information queries expressed in POFLE is denoted by Q , and an initial set of
documents provided by the query processing subsystem is denoted by D . For each
deD,d

where

has the form

i=l,2

k, is a descriptor of document d and wd(ti) represents the weight of

descriptor /, with respect to document d, as described in the indexing model. We shall
use wfc) as an equivalent form of wd(0 .
Formally, the matching model is defined by a triple
M = < Q , D , u>,
where u is a matching function defined by Definition 4.5.5 below. The matching
model provides two features, a partial matching facility and a generalized evaluation
mechanism. We shall first define a binary relation on a phrase-based descriptor set,
show the properties of the indexing model, and then describe the matching function u
which characterizes the matching model.

Definition 4.5.1:
Given a phrase-based descriptor set T, a binary relation R on T is defined as
(V t/ eT ) ((< /)e R <-» t=Mt'N)

where M is a single word or a phrase that modifies f , N is a single noun or noun
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phrase that is modified by i , and M and N are not simultaneously empty.

Example:
t = O N -U N E INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
t'= INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
t "= INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
We claim t R t’, f R t", and t R t", according to Definition

4.5.1.

When t and t' are in relation R , i.e., tRt’ , we say that t is structurally more res
tricted than t'. A binary relation is called an ordering relation if and only if it is
irreflexive, antisymmetric and transitive. We shall show that relation R is an ordering
relation.

Theorem 4.5.1:
Relation R on descriptor set T is an ordering relation.
Proof:
irreflexiveness: (V/eT) ( (t ,t) tR )
antisymmetry: ( \ / t , t ' e T ) ( ( t / ) e R - > ( t ' , t ) e R )
transitivity: For any t / , t " e T , if tRf and t'R", then t=Mt'N,t'=M’t"N’ . Thus,
t = MM’t"N'N =M"t"N",

where M" =MM' modifies /" and N" = N'N is modified by t".

That is, ( V //,re r)((r/)e ^ A (t',O e ^ ->(t,t")eR) □

We shall show that the indexing model presented in 4.3 possesses some impor
tant properties in terms of relation R .
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Theorem 4.5.2:
Hierarchical decomposition in the indexing model satisfies relation R .
Proof:
The hierarchical decomposition in the indexing model is governed by three rules.
For decomposition rule(2), we have n ln2n^tnln2 and n 1/i2n3/?/i2n3;
For decomposition rule(8 ), we have anln2Ranu anln2Rn1n2,
and nin2n^tn2n3 ,

an^njn^n^njn^,

For

an1n2n iRanln2,

decomposition

rule(10),

we

have

adanRada , a danRan,

adanln2Rada ,

adanxn-^.anxn2, anxn2Ranx, anxn2Rnxn2, adnxti2n^tada , adnxn2n^anxn2> adnxn2niRn1n2n2,
n 1n2n3Rn1n2 and nxn2n-ftn2n2.

d

Let t and t’ be two document descriptors produced by the indexing model
described in section 4.3, and let S(t) and S (O be the two sets of documents described
by t and f , respectively. We now show the property of inclusiveness by the following,
which gives an interpretation of relation R .

Theorem 4.5.3:
tRf

-»S(f)£:S(0

Proof:
For each document d e S(t), we have d e S(t') by the selection rules developed in
the indexing model.

□
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Let t and t’ be two document descriptors, with weights w(t) and w(t'), respec
tively, of an individual document as a result of indexing. We shall show the property
of weights with the following, which provides a principle of partial weight assign
ment.

Theorem 4.5.4:
/ R t' -» w ( t ) > w(t')

Proof:
According to the hierarchical decomposition rules developed in the indexing
model, if t R t' then there exists a descriptor t" such that t R t".
According to the selection rules developed in the indexing model, t will be
selected if and only if w (t) > w (*') + w (t") > w (t’).

□

We now propose a methodology for partial weight assignment with the following
definitions.

Definition 4.5.2:
Given a query descriptor x = x xx 2 ■■■xj ,a. document descriptor y=yjy2
to be exactly matched x iff
( 1) / = j

and

(2 ) x x=y j, x 2=>2- • • •. xj-i=yi-u and xj matches yt in terms of stem matching.

is said
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Definition 4.5.3:
Given a query descriptor x=xlx 2 • • ■xj} a document descriptor y=y{yz • • •y, is said
to be partially matched x iff
(1 ) l < j

(2 )

and
there exists an integer i such that Xi=yu xM=y2, . . . . xi+l_2=y,_u and xi+t^ matches

y, in terms of stem matching.

Definition 4.5.4:
Given a query descriptor x and the set X of document descriptors of a document
d that partially match x , we define

(1) X' as a subset of X such that for all t /

e X,

if t R f , then ( «s X’ ,

(2 ) a partial weight assigned to x with respect to d as
WP(x) = MAX ( 1 , £ w(ti))
heX'

Now we are able to describe the matching function u for the model.

Definition 4.5.5:
The matching function u is a mapping
u : QxD -* [0,1]

and for each q e Q and d e D , u is defined in the following cases:
Case 1:
qeQ

is a simple element in the form of (A)a where A is a simple element and a is

the weight of A .
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(1) if there is a document descriptor t with weight w(t) that exactly matches A,
then
A is not negated

u(q) = u(A) = a*w(A)

= l -a*w (A )

otherwise

(2 ) else if there is one or more document descriptors that partially matches A ,
then
u(q) = u( A) = a*wp(A)

= 1-a*wp (A)

A is not negated
otherwise

(3) else
u( q) = 0

Case 2:
qeQ

is a compound element

(1) if q is in the form (AiAz,...Ai)a>i-e., a selective element, where Ai5 i=l,2,...,l,
are simple elements, and
u(q) = a

is used as a selective operator, then

* M A X (u (A,-))

(2) else q is in the form (A1& A 2 & ■ & A,)a, i.e., a joint element, where A,,
i=l,2,...,l, are simple elements, and

is used as a joint operator, then

u(q) = a * MIN(u(Ai))

I

(3) else if q is in the form (C{ \ Cj)a, i.e., a conditional element, where Cx and C2
are either selective elements or joint elements, and "|" is used as a conditional opera
tor, then
u(q) = a * u ( C

i)

if«(C 2)^ 0

Ill
=0

otherwise

Case 3:
is a facet in the form of ( X & A N D (X2)s AND

qeQ
i=l,2,...,m,

AND (Xm)s ,

where X,,

are elements, s e { a ua 2,...,ai} is a set of element weights such that l< m , then
i
i= l

u(q) = ~

MIN(u (Xj ))
s=a‘

j----------

1=1

Case 4:
qeQ

is a clause in the form of
( F ^ O R (F2)fl„

where (F1)ai and (F2)ai are two facets, then the first step is to calculate
«'(Fi) = ai*«(Fi), i=l,2,
and the second step is to calculate
u ( q ) = u' (F j) + u' (F2) - u' (F i)*u' (F2)

This procedure can be applied to the more general case when multiple facets are con
nected by OR operators by setting
u(q) = u(C) + u ' ( F ) - u ( C ) * u ' ( F ) ,

where C itself is a clause.

To describe the properties of this model, we define some concepts as follows.
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Definition 4.5.6:
A response to query q from the matching model is the fuzzy subset
r(.q) = {<d,ud{q)> | deD}.

In r(q), documents are weakly ordered in terms of ud(q). We denote ud(q) as the
topical relevance score of d with respect to query q .

Definition 4.5.7:
Query q x is said to be broader than query q2 iff
r(qi)<=r(q2)

where c is defined for fuzzy sets.

Definition 4.5.8:
Query q x is said to be narrower than query q2 iff
r(.qx) n r ( q 2)

The retrieval model has the following properties:

Theorem 4.5.5:
The measure of topical relevance score, ud(q), satisfies the condition
0 <«,(*)

<i

Proof:
Let q=(Fx)f PR

-OR (Fm)fm.
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First, consider the case m=1, so, q={F\)f =((^i), AND (X2)s AND ■■■ AND (Xn )s)fl,
s e {a l,a2,...,al}.
MIN(u(Xj))

Since «(<?) = —

j----------- £ ^ — = l, all a,s are non-negative, and 05u(Xy)<l,
2>
2 a,

i=l

i=l

0<ud(q)<l.

Assuming that the conclusion holds for m=k, we consider the case m=k+\. Since
U(q) = u((F{)fl OR - -OR (Fk)ft OR (F*+1)A„

= v + M((Fi+1)A„)* (1-v)<1,
and both v=u((F{)fl OR...OR (Et )A and u((Fk+1)AJ are non-negative, we have
0<ud{q)<\

□

Theorem 4.5.6:
Given queries q and q’ with respect to an initial set D , if query q' is composed by
adding a facet to query q , then query q' is broader than query q .
Proof:
For any <d,u(d,q')>er(qf ),
u(q') = u(qOR (F)f )
= u(q)+u((F)f )*(l-u(q) )
>u(q)

□
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Theorem 4.5.7:
Given queries q and q' with respect to an initial set D , if query q' is composed by
adding an element to an existing facet in query q , then q' is narrower than query q .
Proof:
Proof follows directly from Definition 3.7.5 that the topical relevance score of
the facet with a new added element will not increase due to the MIN function used.

□

The matching model described above can be viewed as a generalized Boolean
retrieval model with a restricted query expression. This can be seen easily from the
fact that for the Boolean query with discrete weights, if it consists of the ANDed
query descriptors, then it will be treated as a facet in our model, and the MIN function
is in effect, as described in case 3, which will lead to the same result as in the tradi
tional Boolean model; if it consists of the QRed query descriptors, then it will be
treated as a clause and the function described in case 4 will lead to the same result as
in the traditional Boolean model. For the Boolean query with fuzzy weights, our
evaluation function works in such a way that the AND operators in a facet become
"loose", i.e., each query descriptor with a non-zero weight may have its contribution
to the topical relevance score, which will avoid a highly restrictive retrieval caused by
the traditional AND operator; The OR operator in a clause will increase the topical
relevance score of a document if it matches both query descriptors instead of one,
while the traditional Boolean model will make no difference in this case. In addition,
our model supports the conditional element for the retrieval by context, the selective
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element for the retrieval by synonyms, and the joint element for the retrieval by co
existence relationship, which are beyond traditional Boolean logic.
The matching model described above is also more general than the term vector
space model. In fact, a query expression in the traditional vector space model can be
viewed as a facet in the POFLE. Then, our evaluation function for a facet, described
in case 3, resembles the similarity measure function in the traditional vector space
model when the weights of the query descriptors are different; otherwise, the actual
effect of the evaluation is a combined result of the MIN function value and the simi
larity measure.
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4.6 Ranking Model
Given a weakly ordered document set produced by the matching model, the
ranking model proposed in our composite retrieval model will further decompose the
document set according to the preferable relevance score by means of a rule-based
reasoning mechanism. The ranking model works on the basis of the following
assumptions:
(1) A document being preferably relevant to a user’s information needs implies
that it is topically relevant to user’s information request, but the reverse is not neces
sarily true. That is to say, only those documents whose topical relevance scores are
greater than zero would be taken into consideration in the ranking model.
(2) The preferable relevance score determined by the ranking model overrides
the topical relevance score obtained from the matching model for any individual docu
ment. That is to say, the final order of presentation is fully determined by the prefer
able relevance score, which is the result of the logical consequences of combining all
preference factors.
(3) In our ranking model, the only preference factors considered are quality,
recency, fitness and reachability, in which topical relevance is fully determined by
document descriptors or index terms, and quality of a paper is affected by author’s
rank, citation strength and source reputation.
The knowledge bases used in the ranking model include the document profile
attached by a group of measurements indicating the author’s rank, citation strength
and source rank; the user classification file; and a set of rules specified by the system
for reasoning. The ranking procedure is described by the following algorithm:
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Step 1: Using the TYPE1 selection rule, select an initial set of documents from the
weakly ordered document set produced by the matching procedure;
Step 2: Rank the documents in the set by the evaluation function of the ranking
model;
Step 3: Present the ranked documents set and draw feedback from the user;
Step 4: Go to Step 5 until all documents with non-zero topical relevance score have
been ranked or the process is terminated by the user;
Step 5: Using the TYPE2 selection rule, select the next set of documents from the
remaining elements of the weakly ordered document set produced by the match
ing procedure, and go to step 2 .
Assume that d x,d2,...,dn is a sequence of documents produced by the matching
procedure such that r(di)> 0 and r(4,)>r(4i+j) for i= l, 2 ,...,n, where r(d,) denotes the
topical relevance score of document 4, in the sequence. That is, d x,d2

dn is a

weakly ordered set induced by the topical relevance score. Then, there exists a
sequence of subsets of documents Sx,S2,...,Sn such that for any 4,,4,, if 4,eS* and dj<=Sk,
then r(di)=r(dj), and for any ditdj, if 4,eS*, djsS, and k<l, then r(di)>r(dJ), i.e., r(ds) >
r (dSi) > ... > r(dSm), in which r(dSt) denotes the topical relevance score of document sub

set 5*.
TYPE1 selection rules are used to select a subset of documents, S, for the pur
pose of reordering the documents in S by means of the preferable relevance score. Ini
tially, TYPE1 selection rules work on the initial sequence of subset of documents,
Sx,S2,...,Sm.
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TYPE 1 Selection rules:
(1)Vrf(d g S \ —^ d e S )
( 2 ) V d ( d e Si a I t (Si) -r(S ,)l< 8 i ->d e S )

(3) W ( d e Si Alr(S1) - r ( S i)

REF( S) - >d e S)

where 8j is called the correction value of matching accuracy, 82 is called the protection
value of referential losses, and REF(S) denotes the set of all documents cited by the
documents of document set S being selected.
The values 8 i and S2 are specified by the system in an expert system mode
according to the analysis of the sequence of documents Si,S2,...,Sm. For example, the
system may specify a non-zero 8 t in two cases: ( 1)

and S, contains very few docu

ments, or (2) the topical relevance score of 5, is very close to the topical relevance
score of S u that is, lr(5j) - r (S,) Iis very small. In the first case, documents

and S, are

mingled together before being submitted to the ranking model, since it would not hurt
if we mix up a few documents at the top of the presentation, provided that the user
would at least review these documents. In the second case, documents in Si and S, are
mingled together before being submitted to the ranking model, since a small gap
between r(Sx) and r(S;) may exist due to a lack of matching accuracy and thus should
be ignored to protect the documents in S, from unjust evaluation. The protection
value of the referential losses S2 is based on the philosophy that some documents in S,
must be treated as special since they can not be traced from the bibliographies of the
documents being selected and yet they have a reasonably high score of topical
relevance. That is to say, some documents must be protected from referential losses
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in case that only those documents at the top rank are to be browsed by users. Here,
82 > 8 j since

the condition in rule (2) is contained in rule (3).

After initial selection, the original weakly ordered set dud2 dn is reduced to
d'l,d'2,...,d’l, 1 < n, and the original sequence of subset S US2 Sm is accordingly con

structed as S'uS'2,...£'h, h < m, to which selection rules are applied. For the sake of
notational simplicity, we relabel the remaining subset of documents after each selec
tion so that the following TYPE2 selection rules can be described using the same
notation of the original weakly ordered set and the original subset sequence as well.

TYPE 2 Selection rules:
(1)V d (d e Si~>d e S )
(2)\/d (d e Si AlrtfO
(3) Vd(d t= Si

a

e S)

Ir (iSj ) —r (S,-) I 83 a AS({d},R) > AS(Si,R) )

where 8 Xis the correction value of matching accuracy as in TYPE1 selection rules, 83
is called the boundary value of association gain, and AS is the function used to calcu
late the average association strength between two document sets.
The meanings of rule(l) and rule(2) are interpreted the same as in TYPE1 selec
tion rules. Rule(3) is enforced to combine feedback information from the previous
result of the ranking model, in which R is a set of documents either judged preferred
by the user or judged as being most topically relevant by the system. The system
picks up a document d in S; with r(S,) being close enough to r(jj), calculates the aver
age association strength between d and document set R, and adds d to document set 5!
when this value exceeds the average association strength between document set Si and
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R. The function AS could be implemented in three ways.
The first implementation of the function AS is the well-known similarity func
tion under Salton’s vector space model [4], where the similarity function is applied to
two cases: ( 1) between the document and the query in order to produce a numerical
value representing the degree of similarity; and (2 ) between documents in order to
form document clusters.
Second, AS can be implemented as a co-citation strength, where co-citation
strength is defined as the number of documents that are jointly cited by two docu
ments.
Third, AS can be implemented as a bibliographic coupling, where the coupling
strength is defined as the number of references in common for both documents.
For the first implementation, there must be a set of linearly independent term
vectors in which documents are represented; this is not seen in our model. However, a
similarity measure function can be applied to produce an approximate value in an
operational environment. For the second and third implementations, our model has
provided all necessary information, such as reference list of each document in order to
construct a citation network among a collection of documents. Since the calculation
of co-citation link or bibliographic coupling can be carried out within a small set of
documents, the expected time of calculation can be acceptable.
Now, let us consider the evaluation function to be used in our ranking model.
Our problem is, for given a set of documents, to form a logical expression in which
the significance of four preference factors are reasonably accounted and to define a
ranking mechanism by which the logical expression can be evaluated to produce a
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unique value of the preferable relevance score for each document In order to accom
plish that, we have to specify the logical relationship of the four preference factors.
First, we argue that an ideal document with respect to a user’s information needs
shall posses all four preference factors to some degree. That is, a document to be
presented at the top of the list ought to be of high quality, relatively new, well fitted to
the user’s background, and capable of reaching other potential useful documents via
citations. Here, quality is the most important factor. Once it is established that a docu
ment is of high quality, recency may immediately come to mind as a result of a user’s
information seeking behavior. In other word, high quality plus recency will greatly
increase the chances that the document is preferred. Then, it is reasonable to check
whether the document fits the user’s background. If it does, we are almost certain that
the document will be pertinent. Finally, if there are a number of qualified documents
satisfying the above set of conditions, we might further differentiate among them by
adding a venial score, designating the degree of reachability via citations, to complete
the ranking process.
Second, we argue that a document can be considered as of relatively high quality
if one of the three quality factors is observed. That is, if a document was written by
highly ranked author(s), shows strong citation strength, or is published in a source that
enjoys a good reputation, there is very little doubt about its quality. Such a strategy
may cause concern but we would like to claim that our reasoning is based on a reason
able model of human information seeking behavior. We summerize our discussion by
presenting the ranking model below.
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Definition 4.6.1:
The ranking model is defined as a weighted logical expression
(Aa OR Cc OR Ss)„ AND T, AND Ff AND Rr,

Where A , C and S represent the factors of an author’s rank, citation strength, and
source rank, respectively, T ,F and R represent the time factor(recency), the fitness
factor and the reachability factor, respectively. The lower case letters a , c , s , q , t , f
and r are the corresponding numerical weights in [0,1], indicating the relative impor
tance of each factor when calculating the preference score.

Note that the weights a, c , s , q are comparable in terms of the quality factor, and
the weights q, t , f and r form another comparable group with respect to the roles of
quality, recency, fitness and reachability. Let y(.) denote a numerical score in [0,1],
indicating a user’s preference with a specific factor. Then \|/(A),\(f(C), \y(S) and y(T)
can be obtained by directly applying the appropriate user’s classification record to the
document profiles of the given subset of the documents to be ranked. Taking y(T) as
an example with the corresponding rule <v,,t>, if the most recent date of publication is
the year * and the oldest is the year y , then there will be

v,

ranks in terms of

recency. We may assign y(7)=l.0-i-^- to the documents published between the year
x y

x -v,i

and the year jc-v,(i'+1), i =,0,1,2

iLpL_i. For \jr(F), we may simply take the

counts of the matches between the preferred features designated by the type2 rules in
the user classification record and the specified features of a document in its profile,
and normalize the counts into a numerical score in [0,1]. To calculate y(rt)> we first
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arrange the documents in the given subset to be ranked into a citation network. A
document d is said to be at the level one if it is not cited by any other documents; a
document d is said to be at the level l(d) = min(l(d1),l(d2)

l(dk) )+l, where

l(.di),i=i,2,...,k denotes the level number of the document dt which cites the document
d. We then convert the level number of a document into \y(R) in a similar way as for

the recency factor. Once the \|/(.)s are figured out, each factor should be assigned a
numerical weight to indicate the relative importance of its role. The preferable
relevance score of each documents in the subset to be ranked is evaluated by the fol
lowing evaluation function.

Definition 4.6.2:
Given a subset of documents selected by means of selection rules, the evaluation
function for ranking model is defined as follows:
(1) The weighted scores of factors T, F, and/? are evaluated as
u(T)=ty(T)

«(F)=/V(F)
u(R)=r\\f(R)

(2) The weighted score of the quality factor is calculated using the following
quality evaluation function:
u(Q) = q*MAX (a \|/(A ), c\j/(C ), s y ( S ))

(3) The preferable relevance score p is calculated using the following preference
evaluation function:
P =

MAX (Pl,p2»P3>p4)»
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where p1= MW(l,a0u(j3))>
p2=MW(l,p1+ a 1«(r)),
p3= MIN (1,p2+ a2« (F)),
p4= MIN ( l,p3+ a 3u (R)),
and a t , i=0,l,2,3, are appropriate non-negative constants specified by the ranking
subsystem.

The properties of the ranking function given by Definition 4.6.2 is described in
the theorems below.

Theorem 4.6.1:
The measure of preferable relevance, p i Q j f j l ) satisfies
0<p(Q ,T,FJt)<,i

Proof:
Since the specified scores «(A), u(C), andu(S), and their corresponding weights
a , c , and s

are numerical values between zero and one, we have
0<u(A)<l
0<« (C)<1
0<w(5)<1

Thus, 0 <.u(Q) = M A X (a*u(A ),c*u (C),s*u(S))<, 1.
Further, since Pi, Pz>P3. and p4 are bounded by 1, and constants a,>0, i=l,2,3, we
have
0<p(j2,7'^F^?)< 1

□
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Theorem 4.6.2:
Given two documents expressed in terms of their quality scores, time scores,
fitness scores, and reachability scores, and two documents
d l = <u(Ql),u(Tl),u(Fi)MRi)> and d2 = <u(Q2),u(T2),u(F2),u(R2)>,

then,

p(dj) > p(d2) if
u(Q0>u(Q2)
^ P i ( 4 i ) ~ P i ( 4 2),

(X2 ^ Pz(d 1) - p2(d2),

and

03 ^ p3(d 1) —p$(d2).

Proof:
Since u ( Qt) > u ( Q 2), we have
Pi(4i) ^ Pi(dz)
p2{dx) = MINdMidj) + a x*udi(T))
> MIN ( l , Pi(d 2) + afujjCT))
^ Pzi^z)

p3(4,) =MIN(l,p2(d1) + a2*udi(F))
£ MIN (l,p2(rf2) + d f u dJ,F))

—

P3(^2)

p4(</,) = M W (l(p3(41) + a 3*Hrfl(«))

-

P4(^2)

Thus, p(4,)£p(d2)

□
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Theorem 4.6.2 provides a useful methodology for the selection of constants a.
During the ranking process, we shall first calculate the quality scores for each docu
ment in the set to be ranked. The system then multiplies the quality scores by a
weight Oo such that the differences among them would be increased or decreased to
form several score 'cliques', i.e., two scores within the same clique are relatively close,
and those in different cliques are significantly different. In fact, we have ranked the
documents in terms of quality scores. This ranking result can be altered as we con
tinue the ranking process by combining more factors. However, Theorem 4.6.2 pro
vides a method for us to control the later alteration. For example, if we want to allow
the documents with their scores falling in a clique to alter their position of rank, but
keep the general ranks of documents in different cliques after combining the time fac
tor, we can accomplish this by setting
Gi = P i(4)

- p(<0

where pi(d) and p^rf') are in two adjacent cliques C i and C2 such that any px in C{ is
greater than px in C2, and

=

Ci

p1(4') = M14X(p1). Similarly, we can control the
C]

ranking procedure by setting appropriate values of

and a 3 when the fitness and

reachability factors are combined.
The ranking model provides great flexibility for a variety of different situations.
The logical relationships among four preference factors are subject to change as the
different selection of constants alters the interpretation of the logical expression.
More heuristic rules could be built into the ranking model.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS: TOWARDS AN EXPERT SYSTEM

We have presented a hybrid model for document retrieval systems. There are
two main topics studied in this work. The first topic was to develop a composite index
term weighting model which incorporated three views of term significance, supported
by previous research and experimental results, into a uniform way to calculate the
index term weights. The composite weighting function developed here was a linear
combination of three factors of term significance with each of them represented by a
general weighting function which is able to portray an ideal weighting curve and to
accommodate itself to different views by choosing appropriate constants.
Two points were observed about the composite weighting model. One is its
adjustability to various indexing environments, mainly characteristics of the
heterogeneity/homogeneity of the document collection. Instead of advocating a
universal model, we insist that an index term weighting model would function well
only in association with a concrete system environment. The other is its extendibility
to incorporate a new factor of term significance, if discovered in the future, by adding
a new term of general weighting function to the linear combination of the composite
weighting function.
For applying the model, we propose a number of strategies to set up benchmarks
in order to select the appropriate constants in the formula. Theoretically, our model is
a generalization of some simple weighting models, such as the inverse document
frequency(IDF) scheme. The actual performance is largely dependent upon how the
127
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coefficients are chosen to produce a system that works fairly well under a concrete
operational environment. In this sense, expertise is critical to the ultimate perfor
mance of the indexing system. Future work in this area involves development of a
systematic, if not analytic, way to determine the effect of the indexing environment on
term weight assignment. For instance, we expect to know exactly the impact of the
homogeneity/heterogeneity of the document collection on the factors of term
significance. In addition, expertise is also required for reorganization or modification
of an indexing system. Some researchers have presented such ideas based on immedi
ate feedback from on-line information users [74,75]. An inductive reasoning mechan
ism could be explored on the basis of periodic on-line retrieval experiences in order to
build a more sophisticated indexing system.
The second topic was to develop a methodology for the design of a comprehen
sive document retrieval system. We proposed a composite query language, a compo
site indexing model, a query processing model, a matching model, and a ranking
model. The composite query language mainly consists of the Phrase-Oriented FixedLevel Expressions(POFLE), which can be viewed as a variation of Boolean expres
sions; however, there are more than Boolean operators incorporated in the POFLE,
and a retrieval by synonyms can be performed through a selective element, a retrieval
by context can be performed through a conditional element, and a retrieval by co
existence relationship can be performed through a joint element.
The composite indexing model was developed under a new strategy of creating a
stem-based index term file, a phrase-based document description file, and a
knowledge-based user classification file. The composite weighting model was applied
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to assign numerical weights to both index terms and document descriptors. In the
creation of the document description file, both linguistic and statistic methods were
used to generate a set of raw phrases, and then a set of decomposition rules and a set
of selection rules were developed to build into the document descriptors a hierarchical
relationship so that a partial matching mechanism between query descriptors and
document descriptors could be enforced. Hence, in our model, query descriptors
presented by a user need not be completely consistent with document descriptors pro
duced by the system. A user classification model was described in mathematical
terms, including four types of rules in association with each user profile to depict how
the factors of quality and recency would affect the users’ preference for the documents
with respect to their information needs.
The query processing model was proposed to perform a task of query reformula
tion to ensure an appropriate retrieval and to function as a screen to eliminate those
hopeless documents from an initial response set. An interactive procedure was sug
gested for the query reformulation so that the new formulated query would be verified
by the user and the new information drawn from the user could be used to modify the
various dictionaries.
A delicate matching model was developed to assign a topical relevance measure
to each document in the initial response set. The matching model was characterized by
a partial matching mechanism based on the indexing structure, along with a retrieval
by synonyms, a retrieval by context, and a retrieval by co-existence relationship
through the selective elements, conditional elements, and joint elements, which are
possibly used in POFLE. The matching function proposed denoted our model as
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being more general than the traditional Boolean model and the term vector space
model.
The ranking model was developed to rank topically relevant documents accord
ing to their preferable relevance score evaluated by means of four factors of user
preference, including quality, recency, fitness, and reachability. The ranking model
was designated by a weighted Boolean expression of the above four factors so that the
evaluation could be done in a similar way to that of the evaluation of the logical
expression of index terms. The documents finally presented to a user were in des
cending order of the retrieval status value, which was implemented as a preferable
relevance score.
The composite retrieval model presented in this paper has demonstrated a
number of attractive features which are lacking in the current competing models.
However, what we have achieved is still a methodology for the system design; many
problems yet need to be solved at the time of an implementation under a specific sys
tem environment. For instance, in the ranking model, although our theory has indi
cated the possibility of combining four preference factors such that the ranking pro
cess can be controlled by selecting appropriate coefficients of the evaluation function,
the actual performance will be affected by how to weight different factors according
to a user’s information needs being reflected by means of a user profile. Expertise is
needed in creating a user classification file, and the system must be able to simulate
expert thinking in order to weight different factors and select appropriate coefficients.
This will have to be developed further in the future. In addition, we are considering
the problem of one document being more relevant than the other, not simply either
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relevant or non-relevant; more factors regarding the quality score, such as novelty,
and more factors regarding the preferable relevant score may be explored and incor
porated into the model. We suggest that more research efforts be made to implement
a document retrieval system as an expert system in the future experiments. Several of
the main jobs that remain are listed below, in no particular order.
1. More work needs to be done with the application of the composite weighting
model. This includes the exploration of an quantitative relationship between the
measures of homogeneity/heterogeneity of the document collection and the
values of constants to be specified in the formula of the composite weighting
function.
2. More work needs to be done with the development of a complete set of linguistic
rules in extracting the raw phrases from the given document collection. The
types of raw phrases may be expanded to cover more semantically valid phrases,
and extend the decomposition rules and selection rules accordingly.
3. More work needs to be done with the implementation of the algorithms in the query
processing model. This include a complete set of rules for the query reformula
tion and for the screen test, and a set of criteria in order to control the retrieval by
synonyms, retrieval by context, and retrieval co-existence relationship.
4. More work needs to be done with the construction of an inferential engine for the
ranking model. This includes a complete set of rules for the specification of the
sensitivity measures that reflects the differences of users’ views of preference
between different categories and for the specification of the coefficients in the
evaluation function of the ranking model.
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5. A comparison must be made between the composite retrieval system and other
experimental/commercial systems in both matching and ranking facilities. Since
all the current evaluation measures for retrieval effectiveness are based on a
binary judgement, i.e., a document is judged either relevant or non-relevant, it is
also a task for the future research to develop an evaluation mechanism based on a
fuzzy measure.
Once we have completed the above jobs, we shall have a clearer picture about
the composite retrieval system. As our methodology is capable of incorporating more
expertise, the composite retrieval system is expected to be improved towards an
expert system.
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